
BUSINESS 
PAPER ORDINARY MEETING OF COUNCIL 

To be held at 6.00 pm on 

Monday 10 March 2014 
Council Chambers, Level 10,  

Council Administration Building, 41 Burelli Street, Wollongong 

Order of Business Members
1 Acknowledgement of Traditional 

Owners
2 Civic Prayer 
3 Apologies 
4 Disclosures of Pecuniary Interest 
5 Petitions and Presentations 
6 Confirmation of Minutes – Ordinary 

Council Meeting 24 February 2014 
7 Public Access Forum 
8 Call of the Agenda 
9 Lord Mayoral Minute
10 Urgent Items
11 Notice of Motion 
12 Agenda Items 

Lord Mayor –  
Councillor Gordon Bradbery OAM (Chair) 

Deputy Lord Mayor –  
 Councillor Chris Connor 
Councillor Michelle Blicavs 
Councillor David Brown 
Councillor Leigh Colacino 
Councillor Bede Crasnich 
Councillor Vicki Curran 
Councillor John Dorahy 
Councillor Janice Kershaw 
Councillor Ann Martin 
Councillor Jill Merrin 
Councillor Greg Petty 
Councillor George Takacs 

QUORUM – 7 MEMBERS TO BE PRESENT 
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REF: CM55/14
File:  CO-910.05.01.001 

ITEM A NOTICE OF MOTION - COUNCILLOR CURRAN - EROSION AND 
INSTABILITY OF WINDANG FORESHORE 

Councillor Curran has submitted the following Notice of Motion – 

“I formally move that -

1 Council, in association with the Lake Illawarra Authority Transition 
Committee, investigate the causes and degree of the erosion and instability 
of the foreshore at Windang, including the land to the east and west of the 
Windang Bridge, and land neighbouring the Oaklands Village, 
Judbooley Parade and reserves. 

2 The investigation to include: 

a All factors that have contributed to the erosion and bank instability; 

b Full geotechnical assessment of foreshore and lands adjoining 
Lake Illawarra including land in Oaklands Village, Judbooley Parade, 
Windang;

c Predicted impact of erosion and instability of the foreshore in Windang; 

d Solutions to remediate the areas impacted and prevent injury or further 
erosion and impact on homes and public assets neighbouring or 
adjoining the Lake Illawarra foreshore at Windang; 

e List of priority of works required to make good and stabilise all land 
and foreshore affected by erosion and changes to water current, 
channels and sedimentation; and 

f Sources of funding and budget allocation for both the identified priority 
works and works necessary for the long term prevention of further 
erosion.” 
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REF: CM45/14    File:  ESP-100.06.005
ITEM 1 NSW ABORIGINAL CULTURAL HERITAGE REFORM 

The NSW Government is undertaking a review of the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 
(ACH) legislation in New South Wales.  During October 2013, following the receipt of 
recommendations from the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Reform Working Party, the 
NSW Government released a proposed model for reform (Attachment 2) for public 
exhibition.  This report provides an overview of the proposed reforms and a draft 
submission to the reforms for Council’s consideration.  The submission has been 
informed through discussions with local Aboriginal community members. 

This reform has direct implications in relation to Council’s scheduled review of the 
Aboriginal Heritage Chapter of the Wollongong Development Control Plan 2009.  
These implications are also addressed in this report. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 

1 The draft submission to the NSW Government’s Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 
Reform (Attachment 1) be endorsed, finalised by the General Manager and 
submitted to the NSW Government. 

2 The review of Chapter E10: Aboriginal Heritage of the Wollongong Development 
Control Plan 2009, scheduled to be completed in 2014, be deferred, pending the 
progression of the NSW Government’s Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Reform. 

3 The Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Management Development Assessment Toolkit 
be received and noted and a letter of appreciation be sent to Shellharbour City 
and Kiama Municipal Councils. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1 Draft Submission: NSW Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Reform 
2 Reforming the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage System in NSW: A NSW Government 

Model in Response to the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Reform Working Party’s 
Recommendations and Public Consultation 

3 Draft Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Management Development Assessment Toolkit 

REPORT AUTHORISATIONS 

Report of: Renee Campbell, Manager Environmental Strategy and Planning 
Authorised by: Andrew Carfield, Director Planning and Environment – Future City 

and Neighbourhoods 
DUE TO FILE
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BACKGROUND

NSW Government Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Reform 
Aboriginal Heritage Management in NSW is currently primarily managed through the 
National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974.  In 2012 the NSW Government commenced a 
review of the Aboriginal Heritage Management system.  It established an ACH Working 
Party to provide advice to the Government on this proposed reform.  The working party 
held two rounds of consultation during the preparation of its report, both of which were 
attended by Council officers.  The ACH working party presented their report to the State 
Government in December 2012.  The report included 23 recommendations. 

In October 2013, the NSW Government released a NSW Government Model in 
response to the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Reform Working Party’s Recommendations 
(Attachment 2) and called for submissions in relation to the proposed model. 

To respond to the proposed model, Council officers sought input from the Wollongong 
Heritage Committee, the Aboriginal Reference Group and the broader local Aboriginal 
community as detailed in the ‘Consultation and Communication’ section of this report. 

A draft Council submission on the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Reform has been 
developed and is provided as Attachment 1 to this report. 

In summary, the draft Council Submission supports the need and basis for the reform, 
as well as the intent of much of the proposed model.  However, a wide range of issues 
are identified in the submission which require considerable refinement and additional 
consultation before finalisation to ensure that the new system provides for actual 
improvements in the conservation outcomes that should be at the heart of ACH reform. 

Some of the key issues, and focusses of the draft submission include: 

1 Through Council’s engagement with the local Aboriginal Community, there is 
considerable concern about the proposed Government Model.  These are detailed 
in Council’s submission and in an appendix to the submission.  There is 
considerable scepticism among local Aboriginal community members that the 
proposed reforms have been developed with the intent of streamlining 
development, and with little concern for improved ACH conservation outcomes. 

2 The role of Local Government in the proposed system is presently undefined, and 
little evidence of meaningful engagement with Local Government practitioners 
appears to have been undertaken. 

3 The proposed model raises a range of questions around the proposed appointment 
of local ACH Committee’s from the local Aboriginal Community.  These will require 
further clarification and refinement to ensure that the local ACH Committee’s will be 
a functional and practical mechanism for ACH Management. 

DUE TO FILE
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4 It is essential that the proposed model, including the local ACH Committee’s and 
the Office of Environment and Heritage, is properly resourced, as without a 
significant commitment of additional resources by the NSW Government, the 
proposed reforms are unlikely to be effective. 

5 The proposed timeframes for consultation and decision making outlined in the 
proposed model appear unrealistic and are unlikely to yield positive conservation 
outcomes. 

These issues are addressed along with a range of other issues, concerns, suggestions 
and recommendations in the draft submission at Attachment 1. 

Council Projects Affected by the ACH Reforms 
The reform of ACH legislation in New South Wales has significant implications for the 
following current and scheduled projects currently being undertaken by Council.  These 
implications are discussed in detail below. 

Scheduled Review of Chapter E10: Aboriginal Heritage, Wollongong Development 
Control Plan 2009 
The review of Chapter E10: Aboriginal Heritage, in the Wollongong Development 
Control Plan 2009 is currently listed as a scheduled project in the Annual Delivery Plan 
for 2013-2014.  The need for this review was identified in 2011, when the last major 
review of the Aboriginal Heritage provisions of the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 
occurred.  This update resulted in many of the Office of Environment and Heritage’s 
procedures being updated and resulted in the recently finalised Chapter E10 of the DCP 
no longer being up to date.  The current review was intended to bring the DCP controls 
in line with the procedures developed under those reforms, including building in the 
State Government’s “Due Diligence” process. 

Given the present round of NSW Government reform, and the inevitable impacts of this 
reform on the timing and implementation of the review of the Aboriginal Heritage 
Chapter of the Wollongong DCP 2009, it is considered that progression of this project at 
this time would be frivolous.  As such, this report recommends the postponing of this 
project, pending the finalisation of the State Government reform of the NSW ACH 
System.  This recommendation is further supported by the issues highlighted below in 
relation to the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Development Assessment Toolkit, which was 
intended to inform the review of the DCP Chapter. 

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Development Assessment Toolkit 

In 2011, to inform the review of the Aboriginal Heritage DCP Chapter, Council signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding with Shellharbour City and Kiama Councils to develop a 
Regional Toolkit for Aboriginal Heritage Management in the Illawarra.  Shellharbour City 
Council successfully secured $85,000 funding from the NSW Department of Human 
Services to support this project, and took the lead in initiating work on the project 
through engagement of Gondwana Consultants. 

DUE TO FILE
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The intention of the Toolkit project was to establish a process, and accompanying 
guidelines which would define the role of Council, and development proponents in the 
Aboriginal Heritage Management system.  The Toolkit was intended to directly inform 
Wollongong Council’s review of Chapter E10 of the Wollongong Development Control 
Plan 2009. 

During the development of the Toolkit project, the Steering Committee and the 
Consultant identified a range of limitations on the project that stemmed from the current 
NSW Government’s ACH system. 

Three key issues in particular became an issue of contention during the course of the 
project: 

1 The Illawarra Local Aboriginal Land Council held a view that all development has 
the potential to impact Aboriginal Cultural Heritage and should therefore be 
referred to the Illawarra Local Aboriginal Land Council for comment and 
consideration.  As such, any attempt to provide different levels of Aboriginal 
Heritage consideration for development based on a risk matrix were not supported. 

 It is noted that referral of development applications to the Land Council for 
comment has no legislative basis under the current Aboriginal Heritage or Planning 
Legislation and would have been an untenable position for the Toolkit to take. 

2 The Illawarra Local Aboriginal Land Council and some key Aboriginal community 
members objected to the Toolkit on the basis that it did not require the 
engagement of Aboriginal site officers in the undertaking of site works for 
development expected to have potential Aboriginal Heritage impacts. 

 It is noted that under the present system, requirements for developers to engage 
Aboriginal site officers in the monitoring of site works are not supported by the 
NSW Office of Environment and Heritage.  Local Councils have no powers or 
authority to require private proponents to engage Aboriginal site officers in the 
undertaking of work. 

3 Perceived failings of consultation process. 

The final Aboriginal Heritage Toolkit document was received by Council in January 2013 
following sign-off by the Steering Committee.  Due to the inability of the Toolkit process 
to resolve these three issues, the support of the Illawarra Local Aboriginal Land Council 
for the Toolkit project was unfortunately withdrawn. 

Despite withdrawal of this support, the Toolkit is considered to provide a well-considered 
model for implementation of the present NSW ACH system.  The Toolkit process 
highlighted that the critical issues relevant to Aboriginal Heritage Management in NSW 
are out of the control of Local Government and result from a major disconnect between 
the expectations of the local Aboriginal Community and the present ACH management 
system. 
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It was originally intended that the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Toolkit would be 
subjected to an additional round of localised community consultation, with the intent of 
informing its implementation in the form of a revised Aboriginal Cultural Heritage chapter 
in the Wollongong DCP 2009.  However, given the issues highlighted by the Aboriginal
community in response to the Toolkit, the progression of this project at this time is 
extremely problematic.  This is because the NSW Government’s ACH reform is 
attempting to address these higher level issues that have been problematic in 
progressing local ACH reform.  It is therefore considered that the continued progression 
of the Toolkit, through the review of the Aboriginal Heritage Chapter of the DCP at this 
stage would be a waste of Council resources and is likely to lead to considerable 
criticism from the local Aboriginal community. 

Instead, the issues highlighted through the Toolkit’s development have been used as a 
basis for discussion with the local Aboriginal community around the proposed NSW 
Government Reforms at a forum held by Council on 4 February 2014.  The outcomes of 
these discussions, and the key issues highlighted by the Toolkit project, have also been 
incorporated into the draft Council submission on the proposed NSW Government ACH 
Model and provide practical evidence of some of the failings of the present system and 
key issues that must be addressed by any new ACH system in NSW. 

PROPOSAL 

This report proposes that the draft submission to the State Government’s Aboriginal 
Heritage Reform (Attachment 1) be endorsed and submitted for consideration by the 
NSW Government. 

As a consequence of this reform, it is proposed that the currently scheduled review of 
Wollongong DCP 2009 – Chapter E10: Aboriginal Heritage is postponed, pending the 
progression of the NSW Government’s reforms. 

The Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Development Assessment Toolkit, which was 
developed in partnership with Shellharbour City and Kiama Councils, is provided as 
Attachment 3 to this report.  It is proposed that the Toolkit be received for information.  
This document will provide valuable input to a future review of the Aboriginal Heritage 
Chapter of the DCP, but is unlikely to be supported by the local Aboriginal community 
prior to the finalisation of the State Government’s current ACH Reform process, which 
will hopefully address some of the underlying issues and concerns of the local 
Aboriginal people. 

CONSULTATION AND COMMUNICATION 

On 13 November 2013, the Aboriginal Heritage Reforms and proposed model was 
reported to the Wollongong Heritage Advisory Committee.  The reforms were discussed 
and members were invited to provide input to Council’s submission. 

On 27 November 2013, the Aboriginal Heritage Reforms were discussed with Council’s 
Aboriginal Reference Group.  All members of the committee were provided with the 
opportunity to have input into Council’s submission. 
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On 17 December 2013, Council’s Heritage Officer attended a discussion forum in 
relation to the reforms in Nowra, along with a range of Aboriginal community 
representatives and Local Government staff from Southern New South Wales. 

On 4 February 2014, Council officers held a forum with members of the local Aboriginal 
community to discuss the NSW Government’s proposed model for ACH reform.  All 
members of the Aboriginal Reference Group, along with all of the traditional owner 
groups, were invited to attend this meeting.  The goal of the meeting was to ensure that 
the views of the local Aboriginal community could be heard and incorporated into 
Council’s submission. 

This forum was attended by 12 local Aboriginal community members and provided a 
highly productive discussion.  The views and issues presented by the community 
representatives at this meeting have been incorporated into the draft Council 
submission as appropriate.  A copy of the notes of this meeting have been included as 
an Appendix to the draft Council submission at Attachment 1 to ensure that the views of 
Wollongong’s local Aboriginal community are clearly represented in Council’s 
submission. 

PLANNING AND POLICY IMPACT 

This report relates to the commitments of Council as contained within the Strategic 
Management Plans: 

Wollongong 2022 Community Goal and Objective – This report contributes to the 
Wollongong 2022 Objective ‘Community awareness and appreciation of heritage is 
increased’ under the Community Goal ‘We Value and Protect our Environment’.

It specifically addresses the Annual Plan 2013-14 Key Deliverables ‘Continue the review 
of the Aboriginal Heritage Chapter of the Wollongong DCP’ which forms part of the Five 
Year Action ‘1.4.2.1 work with the local Aboriginal community in the management of 
Indigenous heritage’ contained within the Delivery Program 2012-17. 

RISK ASSESSMENT 

The recommendations of this report are not considered to present a significant risk to 
Council. 

It is of note that the continued progression of the currently scheduled review of Chapter 
E10: Aboriginal Heritage in the Wollongong Development Control Plan 2009 presents 
some significant risks to Council in that it is unlikely to receive support from the local 
Aboriginal community and is likely to be a waste of Council resources.  For this reason, 
this report recommends that the scheduled DCP Chapter review be postponed pending 
the progression of the State Government reform. DUE TO FILE
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CONCLUSION

The present State Government Reform of the ACH System presents a significant 
opportunity to address considerable failures in the present system and to ensure better 
ACH Conservation outcomes.  Whilst the proposed model for reform is supported in its 
intent, particularly in creating standalone Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Legislation, there 
are considerable issues still to be resolved and detailed under the present model.  The 
draft Council submission provided within this report details these issues, concerns and 
problems, including those highlighted through Council’s engagement with the local 
Aboriginal community about the proposed reform and is considered to provide valuable 
input to the State Government Reform of the NSW ACH system. 

This reform has implications for Council’s current delivery program in that it has 
provided recognition of issues highlighted by Council’s current projects and program 
and gives recognition to the need for the key underlying issues to be addressed at State 
level.  As such, the proposed deferral of the scheduled review of Chapter E10: 
Aboriginal Heritage of the Wollongong Development Control Plan 2009 is considered to 
provide the appropriate course of action at this time. 
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REF: CM53/14    File:  Z14/41408
ITEM 2 DRAFT POLICY - SWIMMING POOL BARRIER 

The purpose of this report is to submit to Council the results of the public exhibition of 
the draft Swimming Pool Barrier Policy, to seek adoption of the Policy and to provide an 
update on Council’s broader Swimming Pool Barrier Program. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 

The draft Swimming Pool Barrier Policy be adopted by Council. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1 Draft Swimming Pool Barrier Policy 
2 Draft Swimming Pool Engagement Report 
3 DLG Circular 13-35/13 December 2013 

REPORT AUTHORISATIONS 

Report of: Jeannie Nicol, Manager Regulation and Enforcement 
Authorised by: Andrew Carfield, Director Planning and Environment – Future City 

and Neighbourhoods 

BACKGROUND

On 29 October 2012 a number of amendments were made to the Swimming Pools Act 
1992.  These amendments were aimed at increasing the safety of young children 
around swimming pools and reducing associated drowning and near–drowning 
incidents.

The Swimming Pools (Amendment) Act 2012 made the following specific amendments 
to the Swimming Pools Act 1992: 

Councils are required to: 

a Develop and implement a Swimming Pool Barrier Inspection Program in 
consultation with their communities. 

b Report annually on the number of pool inspections undertaken and the level of 
compliance with the requirements. 

c Inspect pools associated with tourist and visitor accommodation and multi-
occupancy developments at three (3) year intervals. 

d At the request of a pool owner, inspect pools prior to sale or lease of the property. 

e Issue Compliance Certificates after an inspection which finds a pool barrier 
compliant with the requirements of the Legislation.  Compliance Certificates are 
valid for three (3) years. 
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The Act also permits Councils to inspect any swimming pool that is subject to a 
complaint, detail powers of entry to premises and also to charge fees for inspections 
and applications. 

In September 2013 Council’s Executive Management Committee (EMC) was provided 
with a report outlining the changes to the Swimming Pool Act and specifically the need 
for Council to “develop and implement a Swimming Pool Barrier Inspection Program in 
consultation with their communities”. 

Attached to the EMC report was a draft Swimming Pool Barrier Policy which EMC 
resolved to place on public exhibition for a period of twenty eight (28) days. 

CONSULTATION AND COMMUNICATION 

With the assistance of Council’s Engagement Team, the draft Swimming Pool Barrier 
Policy was placed on public exhibition for a period of twenty eight (28) days.  A copy of 
the Engagement Report is attached to this report. 

In summary, Council received four (4) submissions, three (3) supported the Policy and 
one (1) submission focused on the Department of Local Government’s handling of the 
Swimming Pool Register, but supported Council’s Draft Policy. 

PLANNING AND POLICY IMPACT 

This report relates to the commitments of Council as contained within the Strategic 
Management Plans: 

This report contributes to the Wollongong 2022 Objective under the Community Goal 5 
– “We are a healthy community in a liveable city”. 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

This is a new mandatory regulatory program introduced by the State Government and 
Council now has additional obligations under the Swimming Pools Act.  The State 
Government also introduced the ability for Councils to charge set fees for Swimming 
Pool Compliance Certificates and subsequent inspections.  This income will offset some 
of Council’s costs in undertaking the program. 

Update on the Implementation of Council’s Swimming Pool Compliance Program 

Council has recently appointed a Pool Safety Specialist. 

Currently the Officer is reviewing and creating the necessary forms, letters and 
procedures associated with the role as well as attending to customer complaints and 
Swimming Pool Compliance Certificate Applications. 

The Pool Safety Specialist is currently writing to all relevant stakeholders advising of the 
requirement that from 29 April 2014 all properties with swimming pools that are to be 
leased/rented/sold must have a valid Swimming Pool Compliance Certificate. 

The DLG recently issued a circular to all Councils (copy attached) advising Councils to 
“be prepared” and “adequately resourced” to deal with the likely increased demand for 
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Swimming Pool Compliance Certificates, particularly as there is a legislative timeframe 
of ten (10) working days for Council to undertake the initial assessment inspection. 

To this end the workloads and priorities of the Swimming Pool Safety Specialist will be 
closely monitored in the coming months. 

Whilst the DLG is primarily responsible for promoting pool safety awareness, the 
Swimming Pool Register and changes to the Swimming Pool Act, Council has: 

 obtained 4000 Pool Safety Barrier guideline booklets, developed in conjunction 
with SSROC, which are available to the public in hard copy as well as online; 

 updated Council’s website with resources and information relating to swimming 
pool barriers; and 

 prepared a flyer which was distributed with the January Rates Notice. 

CONCLUSION

As a result of the limited responses received and that there was overall support for the 
draft Policy in its current form, it is proposed that no changes be made to the draft 
Policy. 

The adoption of the draft Swimming Pool Barrier Policy provides the basis for Council’s 
management of swimming pool barriers in a consistent, transparent and equitable 
manner. 
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REF: CM56/14    File:  DAC-914.05
ITEM 3 POLICY REVIEW - FIRE SAFETY 

A review of Council’s Fire Safety Policy has been undertaken in accordance with the 
rolling review program. 

The amended Policy has been developed to promote fire safety compliance throughout 
the Wollongong LGA and clarify the obligations of the owners of Class 1b to 9 buildings 
(under the Building Code of Australia). 
 

RECOMMENDATION 

The amended Fire Safety Policy be adopted. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1 Current Fire Safety Policy 
2 Amended Fire Safety Policy 

REPORT AUTHORISATIONS 

Report of: Mark Riordan, Manager Development Assessment and Certification 
Authorised by: Andrew Carfield, Director Planning and Environment – Future City 

and Neighbourhoods 

BACKGROUND

The Policy was adopted in 1994 to promote adequate fire safety or fire safety 
awareness throughout the Wollongong LGA. 

A number of statutory changes have occurred since the inception of this Policy in 1994. 

PROPOSAL 

It is proposed to replace the existing Policy with the new amended Fire Safety Policy. 

The amended Policy addresses key areas, including but not limited to Annual Fire 
Safety Statements, Proactive Fire Safety Activities and Fire Safety Orders.  The 
amended Policy now provides clear and concise statutory information relating to 
Council’s Fire Safety Functions. 

CONSULTATION AND COMMUNICATION 

Internal consultation with key divisions within Council has contributed to the final drafting 
of the amended Policy. 

The Policy has not been exhibited for public feedback as the provisions reflect the 
statutory obligations of Council and property owners for building fire safety matters. 
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PLANNING AND POLICY IMPACT 

This report relates to the commitments of Council as contained within the Strategic 
Management Plans: 

Wollongong 2022 Community Goal and Objective – This report contributes to the 
Wollongong 2022 Objective 1.6: The sustainability of our urban environment is improved
under the Community Goal we value and protect our environment.

It specifically delivers on core business activities as detailed in the Development 
Assessment Service Plan 2013-14. 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

There are no direct financial implications that would be added with the amended Fire 
Safety Policy. 

CONCLUSION

The adoption of the amended Policy provides a transparent process on the functions of 
Council’s Statutory Fire Safety processes.  The amended policy is also consistent with 
the underlying objectives/recommendations of the internal Audit conducted in July 2012. 
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REF: CM52/14    File:  IW-960.060.12.003

ITEM 4 COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT - PROPOSED SUBURB NAME CHANGE 
FOR PENROSE 

The Geographical Names Board (GNB) has been petitioned by residents of Penrose 
(Postcode 2579) in the adjoining Shire of Wingecarribee regarding the conflicting 
suburb/locality name with Penrose (Postcode 2530) in Wollongong City. 

The GNB approached the Lord Mayor requesting that Council support a resolution to 
this issue by engaging the residents of Penrose 2530 and the broader community in 
finding an acceptable solution.  This report details the proposed community engagement 
strategy to provide this solution. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 

1 A community engagement process be carried out to determine the views of 
affected residents and the broader community on the options proposed in this 
report for resolving the Penrose suburb name conflict with the Wingecarribee 
locality. 

2 The outcomes of that engagement process be reported back to Council with a 
recommendation to be put to the Geographical Names Board NSW. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1 Map showing current suburb boundaries 
2 Aerial image showing Penrose suburb boundary and line of natural ridge 
3 GNB letter dated 19 June 2013 
4 Map showing approximate location of original Penrose Estate holding and current 

Penrose Farm holding and homestead 
5 West Dapto Release Area – Yallah Marshall Mount Precinct – Draft Structure Plan 

and draft LEP 
6 Geographical Names Board publications – “Determining Suburbs and Localities in 

NSW” and “Guidelines for the Determination of Placenames” 
7 Map – Option B – Proposed merging of Penrose suburb into the adjoining suburbs 

of Cleveland, Avondale and Marshall Mount 

REPORT AUTHORISATIONS 

Report of: Mike Dowd, Manager Infrastructure Strategy and Planning 
Authorised by: Mike Hyde, Director Infrastructure and Works – Connectivity, Assets 

and Liveable City 
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BACKGROUND

In the early 1990’s the Geographical Names Board NSW (GNB) initiated a project with 
Wollongong City Council to formally define the boundaries and names of all 
Wollongong’s suburbs.  A working party that included the GNB, Australia Post and other 
agencies commenced in 2000.  An extensive period of exhibitions and community 
consultation followed, culminating with the adoption by Council of the current suburb 
names and boundaries including Penrose.  These suburbs were subsequently gazetted 
by the GNB on 5 August 2005 (Attachment 1 and 2).  Council has no record of any 
objection to the name Penrose or that a conflict with the locality name Penrose 2579 in 
Wingecarribee was raised during that process. 

The GNB approached the Lord Mayor in 2012 requesting that Council support engaging 
the residents of Penrose 2530 and the broader community to find an acceptable 
alternative name for the suburb.  GNB representatives outlined their concerns regarding 
confusion over the duplicate name of two suburbs in close proximity, leading to 
problems with service deliveries and the risk of emergency services being dispatched to 
the wrong location.  They also put the view that the name Penrose is “historically very 
entrenched” with a number of public institutions and localities in the Wingecarribee 
Council area.  The GNB has since followed up during 2013 to urge Council to assist in 
finding an acceptable resolution to the conflict (Attachment 3). 

The suburb boundary of Penrose is based on the South Coast Railway Line and natural 
creek lines to the north and south.  The original Penrose Farm estate formed a part of 
this area, straddling the railway line into the present suburb of Dapto, where the major 
part of the current farm holding containing the listed historic homestead “Penrose Villa” 
is located. 

Historical Links
The Penrose name was adopted from the area’s historic link with Penrose Farm, first 
settled in 1841 with its homestead “Penrose Villa” built in 1852 from bricks made on the 
site.  It was home to several generations of the Evans family, well known dairy farmers 
in the Illawarra.  The Illawarra Mercury records that the Church of England Dapto Parish 
inherited the property under the will of Lindsay Evans in 1972, and auctioned it for 
subdivision in 1978 to cover death duties.  “Penrose Villa” still stands today within the 
remaining Penrose Farm holding, and is a listed historical site.  However, being east of 
the Illawarra Railway line, it lies outside the Penrose suburb boundary, in the adjoining 
suburb of Dapto (Attachment 4). 

Research did not uncover any Aboriginal names with a direct association to the area 
within the current Penrose suburb boundary.  Enquiries through a local Aboriginal elder 
also provided nothing with unique relevance to the area, although "Elouera" - meaning 
land between the mountains and the sea - was suggested as having relevance to the 
broader Wollongong area.  "Elouera" is not currently used as a suburb name in NSW. 
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Current Suburb
The 2011 Census shows the suburb of Penrose 2530 had a population of 1396, with 
591 private dwellings.  The suburb is served by three (3) primary roads – Avondale, 
Huntley and Marshall Mount Road.  A natural ridge running west from the Huntley Road 
railway overbridge divides the suburb, and runs approximately along the rear boundary 
of properties to its south.  These properties all have frontage and are addressed to 
Marshall Mount Road (Attachment 1).  These southern properties are primarily rural in 
nature and include the Yallah TAFE campus.  They are (excepting TAFE) covered by 
the West Dapto Release Area – Yallah Marshall Mount Precinct - Draft LEP and 
Structure Plan (Attachment 5) which includes a proposed town centre around the 
intersection of Marshall Mount and Yallah Roads. 

The properties to the north of the ridge line are a mix of low density urban development 
in the north east above Huntley Road, and rural usage for the remainder.  While current 
land zonings reflect this land use, the future development of this area will be guided by 
planning for stage 4 of the West Dapto Release Area. 

Suburb Renaming Process
The Geographical Names Board NSW is the statutory body for defining address 
localities including suburbs, under a process defined in the Geographical Names Act 
1966. The GNB guidelines require the local Council to consult with the community to 
determine whether there is broad support for any proposed change to suburbs and 
address localities.  They further require that Council support a change proposal for it to 
be submitted to the Board for consideration.  The GNB Facts Sheet “Determining 
suburbs and localities in NSW” and “Guidelines for the determination of placenames” 
set out the Board’s requirements (Attachment 6). 

PROPOSAL 

In accordance with the undertaking given to the Geographical Names Board NSW in 
2012, it is proposed to engage the affected residents and the broader community to 
determine both support for change to the suburb of Penrose, and the preferred options 
to effect that change.  Any change that affects property addresses and localities names 
will generally raise significant concern among affected residents, and often the broader 
community.  The engagement strategy needs to communicate effectively to these 
groups the reasons behind the proposed change and the guidelines under which it can 
proceed.  The aim of the engagement strategy will be to guide the community in 
developing a proposal that has a realistic prospect of support from Council and of being 
adopted by the GNB.  The engagement will be conducted in accordance of the 
principles of Council’s Community Engagement Policy. 

The proposal strategy is to communicate the background reasons to why the community 
is being consulted on a change to the suburb, and to provide the opportunity for the 
community to provide feedback on two possible options: 
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Option A:  Retain the existing suburb boundaries and suggest a new name for the 
suburb of Penrose 
The GNB publication “Guidelines for the Determination of Placenames” will be provided 
to guide the responses to this option.  Options can include retaining the Penrose name 
by adding a relevant prefix or suffix (eg Penrose Meadow), or suggesting a new name.  
The responders will be requested to show how their proposal meets the GNB naming 
guidelines, and to provide evidence of how the name relates to the suburb area. 

Option B:  Adjust the existing suburb boundaries by absorbing Penrose into the 
adjoining suburbs of Cleveland, Avondale and Marshall Mount 
This option proposes an adjustment to the southern boundary of Cleveland and the 
northern boundary of Marshall Mount, to create a common boundary running east-west 
along the rear of properties currently addressed to Marshall Mount Road.  This 
boundary would approximate the line of the natural ridge running east-west from 
Huntley Road railway overbridge to the Avondale suburb boundary, and provide a 
natural separation of the suburbs of Cleveland and Marshall Mount.  This option also 
proposes a small adjustment to the Avondale boundary to include the property 
Lot 21 No 245 Avondale Road into the suburb of Avondale (Attachment 7). 

This option absorbs Penrose into the adjoining suburbs.  It reflects the linkage to 
Marshall Mount of the properties that are addressed to Marshall Mount Road, but are 
substantially within the Penrose suburb boundary.  The proposal is compatible with the 
Draft Structure Plan and Draft LEP for the Yallah Marshall Mount precinct of the West 
Dapto Release Area. 

The remaining area of Penrose north of the natural ridgeline, currently a mix of urban 
and rural land use, would be too small to stand alone as a suburb.  It is proposed this 
area be absorbed into the suburb of Cleveland.  The future pattern of development for 
this area will be determined by planning for stage 4 of the West Dapto Release Area, 
and it is probable that all suburb boundaries will then require some final adjustment as 
the area is developed. 

The historical link to the name of Penrose would be retained through the existing 
heritage listed historic homestead of Penrose Villa on the Penrose Farm holding located 
in the adjoining suburb of Dapto. 

Outcomes of the Community Engagement: 
The outcomes of the engagement process will be evaluated and reported back to 
Council, with a recommendation for consideration.  If supported, the recommendation 
would be forwarded to the GNB for adoption. 
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CONSULTATION AND COMMUNICATION 

Wollongong Local Studies Catalogue – Historical Information 
Geographical Names Board Register of Placenames and Suburbs 
Strategic Project Officer - Heritage 
Aboriginal community – local elder 
Land Use Planning – future zoning and development 
Communications – Community Engagement 

PLANNING AND POLICY IMPACT 

This report relates to the commitments of Council as contained within the Strategic 
Management Plans: 

Wollongong 2022 Community Goal and Objective – This report contributes to the 
Wollongong 2022 Objective 4.1 Residents are able to have their say through increased 
engagement opportunities and take an active role in decisions that affect our city under 
the Community Goal 4: We are a connected and engaged community.

It specifically addresses the Annual Plan 2013-14 Key Deliverables: Ensure an effective 
community engagement framework connects the community to Council decision making 
which forms part of the Five Year Action contained within the Delivery Program 
2012-17. 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

Cost of community engagement process will be funded from the communications 
operational budget allocation for Infrastructure and Works.

CONCLUSION

An undertaking has been given to the Geographical Names Board NSW for Council to 
support the GNB in resolving the conflicting suburb/locality name between Penrose 
(Postcode 2530) in Wollongong City and Penrose (Postcode 2579) in the adjoining 
Wingecarribee Shire.  This report proposes a community engagement strategy to gauge 
support for two broad options to resolve this conflict.  The outcome of this engagement 
process will be reported back to Council with a recommendation for its consideration 
and forwarding to GNB. 
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REF: CM49/14    File:  FI-230.01.127

ITEM 5 TENDER T13/25 CONSTRUCTION OF A SEAWALL AT THIRROUL 
BEACH, CLIFF PARADE, THIRROUL 

This report recommends acceptance of a tender for installation and construction of a 
seawall at Thirroul Beach, Cliff Parade, Thirroul in accordance with the requirements of 
the Local Government Act 1993 and the Local Government (General) Regulation 
2005.  Due to erosion of the bank adjacent to Thirroul Beach, a rock revetment wall 
needs to be constructed to ensure the bank is not further eroded. 

Nine tenders were received and the report recommends Council accept the tender 
submitted by GC Group Company Pty Ltd (trading as GC Civil). 
 

RECOMMENDATION 

1 In accordance with the Local Government (General) Regulation 2005, Clause 178 
(1) (a), Council accept the tender of GC Group Company Pty Ltd for installation 
and construction of a seawall at Thirroul Beach, Cliff Parade, Thirroul in the sum 
of $169,164.00 excluding GST. 

2 Council delegate to the General Manager the authority to finalise and execute the 
contract and any other documentation required to give effect to this resolution. 

3 Council grant authority for the use of the Common Seal of Council on the contract 
and any other documentation, should it be required to give effect to this 
resolution. 

ATTACHMENTS 

Seawall at Thirroul Beach, Cliff Parade, Thirroul - Location Plan 

REPORT AUTHORISATIONS 

Report of: Glenn Whittaker, Manager Project Delivery 
Authorised by: Mike Hyde, Director Infrastructure and Works – Connectivity, Assets 

and Liveable City 

BACKGROUND

Over the years, erosion from both the sea and stormwater from a culvert at the southern 
end of the promenade has caused substantial damage to the bank at Thirroul Beach 
adjacent to Cliff Parade. 

This damage has previously been corrected using large broken concrete rubble; 
however, this has limited safe pedestrian access to the beach and is visually 
inappropriate for this site. 
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To eliminate the erosion of the bank, it is proposed to construct a rock revetment wall, 
which will eliminate any further damage caused by erosion to the bank as well as give 
pedestrians safer access to the beach. 

Tenders were invited by the open tender method with a close of tenders of 10.00 am on 
Wednesday, 5 February 2014. 

Nine tenders were received by the close of tenders and all tenders have been 
scrutinised and assessed by a Tender Assessment Panel comprising representatives of 
the Property and Recreation, Finance, Infrastructure and Works, Governance and 
Information and Human Resources Divisions. 

The Tender Assessment Panel assessed all tenders in accordance with the following 
assessment criteria as set out in the formal tender documents: 

Mandatory Criteria 

1 Referees; and 
2 Demonstrated experience and satisfactory performance in undertaking seawall, 

tidal and rock revetment projects in a beach and surf environment. 

Assessable Criteria 

1 Cost to Council – 40% 
2 Demonstrated Strengthening of Local Economic Capacity – 5% 
3 Demonstrated experience and satisfactory performance in undertaking projects of 

a similar size and scope – 20% 
4 Staff qualification and experience – 5% 
5 Demonstrated WH&S Management System and preliminary sketch site 

management plan with details of site safety for beach/creek – 10% 
6 Environmental Management Policies and Procedures – 10% 
7 Project Schedule – 10% 

The Tender Assessment Panel utilised a weighted scoring method for the assessment 
of tenders, which allocates a numerical score out of 5 in relation to the level of 
compliance offered by the tenders to each of the assessment criteria as specified in the 
tender documentation.  The method then takes into account pre-determined weightings 
for each of the assessment criteria, which provides for a total score out of 5 to be 
calculated for each tender.  The tender with the highest total score is considered to be 
the tender that best meets the requirements of the tender documentation in providing 
best value to Council.  Table 1 below summarises the results of the tender assessment 
and the ranking of tenders. 
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Table 1 – Summary of Tender Assessment 

Tenderer Ranking 

GC Group Company Pty Ltd (trading as GC Civil) 1

Ledacon Pty Ltd 2

Affective Services Pty Ltd 3

Silver Raven Pty Ltd  4

Shore Contracting Pty Ltd 5

Hope Diving Services Australia Pty Ltd 6

Select Civil Pty Ltd 7

Scape Constructions Pty Ltd 8

GT Civil Pty Ltd Non-
Conforming 

PROPOSAL 

Council should authorise the engagement of GC Group Company Pty Ltd (trading as 
GC Civil) to carry out the installation and construction of the seawall at Thirroul Beach in 
accordance with the scope of works and technical specifications developed for the 
project. 

The recommended tenderer has satisfied the Tender Assessment Panel that it is 
capable of undertaking the works to Council’s standards and in accordance with the 
technical specification. 

Referees nominated by the recommended tenderer have been contacted by the Tender 
Assessment Panel and expressed satisfaction with the standard of work and methods of 
operation undertaken on their behalf. 

CONSULTATION AND COMMUNICATION 

1 Members of the Tender Assessment Panel consisting of representatives from 
Property and Recreation, Finance, Infrastructure and Works, Governance and 
Information and Human Resources Divisions.

2 Community Engagement staff have consulted with Neighbourhood Forum 3 and 
the Thirroul Village Committee. 

3 Nominated Referees: 

 Roads and Maritime Services 
 Parramatta City Council 
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PLANNING AND POLICY IMPACT 

This report relates to the commitments of Council as contained within the Strategic 
Management Plans: 

Wollongong 2022 Community Goal and Objective – This report contributes to the 
Wollongong 2022 Objective ‘5.5 Participation in Recreational Lifestyle Activities’ under 
the Community Goal ‘We are a Healthy Community in a Liveable City’.

It specifically addresses the Annual Plan 2013-14 Key Deliverables ‘5.5.5.2 Implement 
Council’s Planning, People, Places Strategy’ which forms part of the Five Year Action - 
Deliver infrastructure which is suitable to the current and future needs of the community 
(Capital Works Program) contained within the Delivery Program 2012-17. 

RISK ASSESSMENT 

The risk in accepting the recommendation of this report is considered low based on the 
following:

 This tender process has fully complied with Council’s tendering procedures and the 
Local Government Act 1993. 

 The recommended tenderer, GC Group Company Pty Ltd (trading as GC Civil), 
has successfully completed a number of projects of similar size and scope for 
Council. 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

It is proposed that the total project be funded from the following source/s as identified in 
the Management Plan: 

 2013/2014 Capital Program 

CONCLUSION

GC Group Company Pty Ltd (trading as GC Civil) has submitted an acceptable tender to 
carry out the installation and construction of the seawall.  Council should endorse the 
recommendations of this report. 
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REF: CM50/14    File:  FI-230.01.140

ITEM 6 
TENDER T13/36 DESIGN, SUPPLY AND INSTALLATION OF A 
COMPLETE LIGHTING SOLUTION TO ROBERT ZIEMS PARK, 
CORRIMAL 

This report recommends acceptance of a tender for the provision of design, supply and 
installation of a complete sportsfield lighting solution to Robert Ziems Park, Corrimal in 
accordance with the requirements of the Local Government Act 1993 and the Local 
Government (General) Regulation 2005. 

The purpose of this tender is to provide a complete sportsfield lighting solution, including 
design, supply and installation, to the southern playing field at Robert Ziems Park, 
Corrimal. 

Five tenders were received and the report recommends Council accept the tender 
submitted by Musco Lighting Australia Pty Ltd. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 

1 In accordance with the Local Government (General) Regulation 2005, Clause 178 
(1) (a), Council accept the tender of Musco Lighting Australia Pty Ltd for the 
provision of design, supply and installation of sportsfield lighting to Robert Ziems 
Park, Corrimal, in the sum of $133,000.00 excluding GST. 

2 Council delegate to the General Manager the authority to finalise and execute the 
contract and any other documentation required to give effect to this resolution. 

3 Council grant authority for the use of the Common Seal of Council on the contract 
and any other documentation, should it be required, to give effect to this resolution. 

ATTACHMENTS 

Robert Ziems Park, Corrimal – Location Plan 

REPORT AUTHORISATIONS 

Report of: Glenn Whittaker, Manager Project Delivery 
Authorised by: Mike Hyde, Director Infrastructure and Works – Connectivity, Assets 

and Liveable City 

BACKGROUND

The lighting project was initiated via the sports planning process and supported by the 
Sports and Facilities Reference Group to deliver lights that meet Australian standards 
for the training needs of the 330 participants of the Corrimal Junior Rugby Leagues 
Club.  The proposal plans to light the southern playing field of Robert Ziems Park, 
Corrimal. 
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This tender included a fixed price component as follows: 

 A fixed schedule of works for the design, supply and installation of the new lighting 
system. 

Tenders were invited by the open tender method, with a close of tenders of 10:00 am on 
18 December 2013. 

Five tenders were received by the close of tenders and all tenders have been 
scrutinised and assessed by a Tender Assessment Panel comprising representatives of 
the Property and Recreation, Project Delivery, Finance, Human Resources and 
Governance and Information Divisions. 

The Tender Assessment Panel assessed all tenders in accordance with the following 
assessment criteria as set out in the formal tender documents: 

1 Cost to Council – 40% 
2 Demonstrated experience and satisfactory performance in undertaking projects of 

similar size and scope – 15% 
3 Project Schedule – 5% 
4 Design and sustainability of lighting system, ongoing compliance to Australian 

Standards and Operational costs of the system – 15% 
5 Ongoing services/warranties/backup and availability of parts – 10% 
6 WH&S, risk and environmental policies and procedures – 10% 
7 Demonstrated strengthening of local economic capacity – 5% 

The Tender Assessment Panel utilised a weighted scoring method for the assessment 
of tenders which allocates a numerical score out of 5 in relation to the level of 
compliance offered by the tenders to each of the assessment criteria as specified in the 
tender documentation.  The method then takes into account pre-determined weightings 
for each of the assessment criteria which provides for a total score out of 5 to be 
calculated for each tender.  The tender with the highest total score is considered to be 
the tender that best meets the requirements of the tender documentation in providing 
best value to Council.  Table 1 below summarises the results of the tender assessment 
and the ranking of tenders. 

Tenderer Ranking 

Musco Lighting Australia Pty Ltd 1
Havencord Pty Ltd 2
JRW Trading Pty Ltd 3
Thomas and Coffey Ltd 4
Picton Power Lines Pty Ltd 5
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PROPOSAL 

Council should authorise the engagement of Musco Lighting Australia Pty Ltd to carry 
out the works in accordance with the scope of works and technical specifications 
developed for the project. 

The recommended tenderer has satisfied the Tender Assessment Panel that it is 
capable of undertaking the works to Council’s standards and in accordance with the 
technical specification. 

Musco Lighting Australia Pty Ltd demonstrated all around excellent responses to the 
criteria.  It is evident that the proposed lighting system is consistent in its distribution of 
light across all areas of the field.  The required 50 lux average lighting level across the 
infield area has clearly been achieved.  In addition, the offer of a 10-year Product 
Assurance and Warranty Program demonstrates the potential for significant lifecycle 
cost savings.  Overall, it has been determined that Musco Lighting Australia Pty Ltd will 
provide Council with the best value. 

Furthermore, previous experience demonstrates expertise and best practice 
methodology in the area of sportsfield lighting design, supply and installation.  Referees 
nominated by the recommended tenderer have been contacted by the Tender 
Assessment Panel and expressed great satisfaction with the standard of work and 
methods of operation undertaken on their behalf, citing good value, communication and 
quality as strengths of this company. 

CONSULTATION AND COMMUNICATION 

1 Members of the Tender Assessment Panel consisting of representatives from the 
Project Delivery, Infrastructure Strategy and Planning, Finance, Human Resources 
and Governance and Information Divisions and external consultants 

2 Nominated Referees 

PLANNING AND POLICY IMPACT 

This report relates to the commitments of Council as contained within the Strategic 
Management Plans: 

Wollongong 2022 Community Goal and Objective – This report contributes to the 
Wollongong 2022 Objective ‘There is an increase in the physical fitness, mental health 
and emotional well-being of all our residents’ under Community Goal 5: We are a 
healthy community in a liveable city.

It specifically addresses the Annual Plan 2013-14 Key Deliverables ‘Develop, review 
and implement policies and plans to encourage physical activity’ which forms part of the 
Five Year Action ‘Provide an appropriate and sustainable range of quality passive and 
active open spaces and facilities’ contained within the Delivery Program 2012-17. 
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RISK ASSESSMENT 

The risk in accepting the recommendation of this report is considered low based on the 
following:

 This tender process has fully complied with Council’s tendering procedures and the 
Local Government Act 1993. 

 The recommended tenderer, Musco Lighting Australia Pty Ltd, has successfully 
completed a number of projects of similar size and scope for a range of 
Government authorities including previous projects for Wollongong City Council. 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

It is proposed that the total project be funded from the following source/s as identified in 
the Management Plan: 

2013/14 Capital Budget 

This project is funded by a $50,000 grant under the Community Building Partnership 
2013 - Keira and $100,000 from the Sports Priority Program. 

CONCLUSION

Musco Lighting Australia Pty Ltd has submitted an acceptable tender to carry out the 
works.  Council should endorse the recommendations of this report. 
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REF: CM51/14    File:  FI- 230.01.143

ITEM 7 TENDER T13/39 FRED FINCH PARK NETBALL COURTS ASPHALT 
RESURFACING 

This report recommends acceptance of a tender for asphalt resurfacing at the 
Fred Finch Park Netball Courts in accordance with the requirements of the Local 
Government Act 1993 and the Local Government (General) Regulation 2005.  The 
purpose of this tender is to provide a new netball playing surface that minimises 
unevenness, trip hazards and pooling of water. 

Six tenders were received and the report recommends Council accept the tender 
submitted by Roadworx Surfacing Pty Ltd. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 

1 In accordance with the Local Government (General) Regulation 2005, Clause 178 
(1) (a), Council accept the tender of Roadworx Surfacing Pty Ltd for the provision 
of asphaltic surfacing to Fred Finch Park in the sum of $295,315.98 excluding 
GST. 

2 Council delegate to the General Manager the authority to finalise and execute the 
contract and any other documentation required to give effect to this resolution. 

3 Council grant authority for the use of the Common Seal of Council on the contract 
and any other documentation, should it be required to give effect to this resolution. 

ATTACHMENTS 

Fred Finch Park - Location Plan 

REPORT AUTHORISATIONS 

Report of: Glenn Whittaker, Manager Project Delivery 
Authorised by: Mike Hyde, Director Infrastructure and Works – Connectivity, Assets 

and Liveable City 

BACKGROUND

Council was approached by the Illawarra District Netball Association (IDNA) to resurface 
the asphalt playing surface at Fred Finch Park prior to the start of the netball season.  
The courts are well utilised catering for both club netball and regional carnivals, however 
the existing asphalt surface has failed causing some cracking, unevenness and water 
pooling on the surface.  The failing of the surface is considered a trip hazard and needs 
to be urgently repaired. 
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IDNA will contribute $235,000 in funding towards the cost of resurfacing of the courts. 

Tenders were invited by the open tender method with a close of tenders of 10 am on 
6 February 2014. 

Six tenders were received by the close of tenders and all tenders have been scrutinised 
and assessed by a Tender Assessment Panel comprising representatives of the 
Governance and Information, Finance, Project Delivery, Property and Recreation and 
Human Resources Divisions. 

The Tender Assessment Panel assessed all tenders in accordance with the following 
assessment criteria as set out in the formal tender documents: 

1 Cost to Council – 60% 

2 Demonstrated experience and satisfactory performance in undertaking projects of 
similar size and scope – 25% 

3 Quality, WH&S, Environmental Management Systems – 10% 

4 Demonstrated strengthening of local economic capacity – 5% 

The Tender Assessment Panel utilised a weighted scoring method for the assessment 
of tenders which allocates a numerical score out of 5 in relation to the level of 
compliance offered by the tenders to each of the assessment criteria as specified in the 
tender documentation.  The method then takes into account pre-determined weightings 
for each of the assessment criteria which provides for a total score out of 5 to be 
calculated for each tender.  The tender with the highest total score is considered to be 
the tender that best meets the requirements of the tender documentation in providing 
best value to Council.  Table 1 below summarises the results of the tender assessment 
and the ranking of tenders. 

Table 1 – Summary of Tender Assessment 
Tenderer Ranking 

Roadworx Surfacing Pty Ltd 1

Bitupave Limited 2

Ozpave (Aust) Pty Ltd 3

Asphalt Laying Services Pty Ltd 4

North Shore Paving Co Pty Ltd 5

Fulton Hogan Industries Pty Ltd 6
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PROPOSAL 

Council should authorise the engagement of Roadworx Surfacing Pty Ltd to carry out 
the works in accordance with the scope of works and technical specifications developed 
for the project. 

The recommended tenderer has satisfied the Tender Assessment Panel that it is 
capable of undertaking the works to Council’s standards and in accordance with the 
technical specification. 

Referees nominated by the recommended tenderer have been contacted by the Tender 
Assessment Panel and expressed satisfaction with the standard of work and methods of 
operation undertaken on their behalf. 

CONSULTATION AND COMMUNICATION 

1 Members of the Tender Assessment Panel consisting of representatives from 
Governance and Information, Finance, Project Delivery, Property and Recreation 
and Human Resources Divisions. 

2 Nominated Referees: 

 Dynamic Sports Facilities 
 University of Wollongong 
 Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) 

PLANNING AND POLICY IMPACT 

This report relates to the commitments of Council as contained within the Strategic 
Management Plans: 

Wollongong 2022 Community Goal and Objective – This report contributes to the 
Wollongong 2022 Objective participation in recreation and lifestyle activities is increased
under the Community Goal ‘We are a Healthy Community in a Liveable City’.

It specifically addresses the Annual Plan 2013-14 Key Deliverables Engage with 
Children in Key Projects for 2013/14 which forms part of the Five Year Action ‘Actively 
Engage Children and Young People in Planning and Design Process’ contained within 
the Delivery Program 2012-17. 

RISK ASSESSMENT 

The risk in accepting the recommendation of this report is considered low based on the 
following:

 This tender process has fully complied with Council’s tendering procedures and the 
Local Government Act 1993. 

 The recommended tenderer, Roadworx Surfacing Pty Ltd, has successfully 
completed a number of projects of similar size and scope for Council. 
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

It is proposed that the total project be funded from the following source/s as identified in 
the Management Plan: 

 Capital Program 2013/2014 
 IDNA will contribute $235,000 in funding towards the cost of resurfacing of the 

courts 

CONCLUSION

Roadworx Surfacing Pty Ltd has submitted an acceptable tender to carry out the works.  
Council should endorse the recommendations of this report. 
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REF: CM48/14    File:  PR-005.01.078

ITEM 8 PROPOSED ACQUISITION OF NO 1 ARROW AVENUE, FIGTREE - 
FLOOD MITIGATION 

Council has an adopted Voluntary Purchase Scheme for some of the residential 
properties in Arrow Avenue, Figtree as its flood mitigation strategy for this area.  
No 1 Arrow Avenue, Figtree is eligible for acquisition under the Voluntary Purchase 
Scheme for this area. 

This report seeks Council’s authority to proceed with the acquisition. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 

1 Subject to funding being provided by the Office of Environment and Heritage to 
the amount of $350,000 (GST will not apply), Council authorise the acquisition of 
Lot 10 DP 30180 No 1 Arrow Avenue, Figtree, on the following terms: 

a Purchase price of $525,000 (GST will not apply). 
b Each party being responsible for their own legal costs. 

2 Council endorse the allocation of the purchase price, demolition cost and 
associated costs from the current Capital Budget provided for floodplain 
management.

3 Upon the acquisition being finalised, Lot 10 DP 30180 No 1 Arrow Avenue, 
Figtree be classified as community land in accordance with the Local 
Government Act 1993. 

4 Authority be granted to affix the Common Seal of Council to the transfer 
documents and any other documentation required to give effect to this resolution. 

ATTACHMENTS 

Site plan of No 1 Arrow Avenue, Figtree 

REPORT AUTHORISATIONS 

Report of: Peter Coyte, Manager Property and Recreation 
Authorised by: Greg Doyle, Director Corporate and Community Services – Creative, 

Engaged and Innovative City 

BACKGROUND

At its meeting of 6 November 2006, Council resolved to endorse the recommendation of 
the Allans Creek Floodplain Management committee that the acquisition of properties in 
Arrow Avenue, Figtree under a Voluntary Purchase Scheme is the best flood mitigation 
option in reducing the impact of flooding on the residential properties in Arrow Avenue. 
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The improvements on the site at No 1 Arrow Avenue consist of a circa 1960s single, 
part double-storey detached timber clad dwelling with a flat Colorbond Trimdeck roof.  
There is an attached granny flat at the rear which, in conjunction with the second floor 
extension and main carport, was completed in 1998.  Accommodation includes 4/5 
bedrooms, three bathrooms, two kitchens, formal and informal living areas, two laundry 
rooms, study and storage areas.  Further improvements comprise a triple carport, old 
detached double garage/workshop with attached carport and a small entertaining area. 

A valuation report was prepared by NSW Land and Property Information on behalf of 
Council and the purchase price agreed upon for the property is consistent with that 
report. 

PROPOSAL 

It is proposed that Council acquire No 1 Arrow Avenue, Figtree in accordance with the 
conditions contained in this report. 

Upon the acquisition being finalised, the site be classified as community land under the 
Local Government Act 1993. 

CONSULTATION AND COMMUNICATION 

Staff from Infrastructure Division have given their support to the acquisition, subject to 
funding being made available from the Office of Environment and Heritage. 

Valuation advice has been obtained from NSW Land and Property Information and 
negotiations with the owners of the property have been concluded with the owners 
accepting Council’s offer. 

PLANNING AND POLICY IMPACT 

Wollongong 2022 Community Goal and Objective – This report contributes to the 
Wollongong 2022 Objective ‘Implement a coordinated approach to floodplain and 
stormwater management’ under the Community Goal ‘We value and protect our 
environment’.

It specifically delivers on core business activities as detailed in the Property Services 
Service Plan 2013-14. 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

Based on valuation advice from NSW Land and Property Information, agreement has 
been reached for the purchase of No 1 Arrow Avenue, Figtree for $525,000 (GST will 
not apply). 

Under the Allans Creek Floodplain Risk Management Study, the Office of Environment 
and Heritage will fund $380,000 of the total acquisition and demolition cost of $570,000.  
Council’s contribution will be $190,000 which is available from the current capital budget 
provided for floodplain management. 
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On completion of demolition and restoration of the site to open space land, the ongoing 
maintenance of the property will become the responsibility of the City Works and 
Services Division.  This maintenance will require an increase in the annual budget of 
City Works and Services Division – Central Parks of $1,500. 

CONCLUSION

The acquisition of No 1 Arrow Avenue, Figtree is consistent with Council’s previous 
resolution to acquire flood affected properties in Arrow Avenue under the Voluntary 
Purchase Scheme and it is recommended Council resolve to proceed with the 
acquisition as set out in this report. 
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REF: CM46/14    File:  FI-914.05.001
ITEM 9 JANUARY 2014 FINANCIALS 

The January 2014 financial reports show that performance to date against phased 
budget is positive over a range of indicators.  The Operating Result (pre capital) and 
Funds Result show favourable variances compared to the phased budget of $1.0M 
and $2.6M respectively. 

The financial statements and associated variations include the adjustments proposed 
at the December Quarterly Review. 

The Cash Flow Statement at the end of the period indicates that there is sufficient 
cash to support external restrictions. 

Council has expended $35.0M on its capital works program representing 44% of the 
annual budget.  The year to date budget for the same period was $39.7M. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 

1 The report be received and noted. 

2 Proposed changes in the Capital Works Program be approved. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1 Income, Expense and Funding Statements – January 2014 
2 Capital Project Report – January 2014 
3 Balance Sheet – January 2014 
4 Cash Flow Statement – January 2014 

REPORT AUTHORISATIONS 

Report of: Brian Jenkins, Manager Finance 
Authorised by: Greg Doyle, Director Corporate and Community Services – 

Engaged, Creative and Innovative City 

BACKGROUND

This report presents the Income and Expense Statement, Balance Sheet and Cash 
Flow Statement for January 2014.  Council’s current budget has a Net Funding (cash) 
deficit of $10.4M, an Operating Deficit [Pre Capital] of $27.7M and a capital expenditure 
of $79.7M.  At the end of January, Council remains on target to achieve the projected 
result.  The following table provides a summary view of the organisation’s overall 
financial results for the year to date. 
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Original Revised YTD YTD
Budget Budget Forecast Actual Variation

KEY MOVEMENTS 1-Jul 31-Jan 31-Jan 31-Jan

Operating Costs $M (243.6) (246.1) (140.8) (141.0) (0.2)

Operating Revenue $M 219.1 218.4 128.4 129.6 1.2 

Operating Result [Pre Capital] $M (24.5) (27.7) (12.4) (11.4) 1.0 

Capital Grants & Contributions $M 20.2 22.4 13.3 10.6 (2.7)

Operating Result $M (4.4) (5.3) 0.9 (0.8) (1.7)

Operational Funds Available for Capital $M 28.9 29.6 20.3 21.3 1.0 

Capital Works 73.4 79.7 39.7 35.0 4.7 

Transfer to Restricted Cash 3.6 7.9 4.3 4.3 -

Contributed Assets -  -  -  -  -

Funded from:

 - Operational Funds $M 28.9 29.6 20.3 21.3 1.0 

 - Other  Funding $M 36.8 47.6 24.8 21.7 (3.1)

Total Funds Surplus/(Deficit) $M (11.3) (10.4) 1.1 3.7 2.6 

FORECAST POSITION

Financial Performance 
The Operating Result [Pre Capital] shows a $1.0M favourable variance against the year 
to date budget.  The positive variance compared to phased budget is due to the 
progress of operational projects and expenditure and higher income over a range of 
areas that are offset by higher level of depreciation expenditure, employee costs and 
internal charges recovered from capital. 

The Total Funds result shows a $2.6M favourable variance against the year to date 
budget that is mainly due to the cash component of the positive operational result and 
lower than budgeted capital expenditure.  The negative variation on depreciation 
($1.3M) and, conversely, the positive variation on externally funded operational projects 
($0.6M) compared to phased budget does not flow through to the Funds result.  At the 
end of January, capital expenditure is below phased budget by $4.7M with the revenue 
component representing $1.6M of this.  The Funds result has also been impacted by 
higher than budgeted payment of leave entitlements ($0.4M) that is due to a large 
termination payment of long service leave. 

Capital Budget 
As at 31 January 2014, Council had expended $35.0M or 44% of the approved annual 
capital budget of $79.7M.  It should be noted that the actual expenditure to date 
includes an anticipated refund of $1.8M for EPA levy payments associated with the 
Whytes Gully new cell construction that were made in previous periods.  This 
expenditure was included in the reported year to date capital expenditure for December 
and the adjustment for the expected refund is due to confirmation from the EPA that the 
levy is not payable on elements of the construction of the new cell at Whytes Gully. 

Further detail regarding the final capital spend is outlined in the capital report in 
Attachment 2. 
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Liquidity 
Council’s cash and investments holdings decreased during January 2014 to $114.7M 
compared to $127.5M at the end of December 2013.  This reflects normal trends for this 
time of the year. 

Council’s cash, investments and available funds positions for the reporting period are as 
follows: 

The available funds position excludes restricted cash.  External restrictions are funds 
that must be spent for a specific purpose and cannot be used by Council for general 
operations.  Internal restrictions are funds that Council has determined will be used for a 
specific future purpose. 

The available funds remain above Council’s Financial Strategy target of 3.5% to 5.5% of 
operational revenue [pre capital].  Based on the Adopted 2013/14 Annual Plan, the 
target range for Available Funds is between $7.7M and $12.0M.  The revised 
projections at the December Quarterly Review for year ending 30 June 2014 indicate 
that Council is expected to have Available Funds of $21.2M at the end of the financial 
year.  This amount is outside the target range mainly due to underspend of Council 
funded capital and operational savings in the 2012/13 financial year.  The Draft 
Resourcing Strategy that has recently been issued for community consultation as part of 
the Securing Our Future project, proposes an increase in capital expenditure of $3.0M 
in each of the 2014/15 and 2015/16 years and if adopted, will result in bringing the 
forecast Available Funds closer to the upper limit of the target range over a period of 
time.  The Actual Available Funds at 31 January 2014 are higher than the annual 
projected target primarily due to timing issues that include the early payment of the 
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Federal Assistance Grant ($8.7M) and both operational and capital expenditure 
progress. 

The Unrestricted Current Ratio measures the cash/liquidity position of an organisation.  
This ratio is intended to disclose the ability of an organisation to satisfy payment 
obligations in the short term from the unrestricted activities of Council.  Council’s 
Unrestricted Current Ratio is 1.92:1 and is below the Local Government Benchmark of 
2:1.  This is in line with Council’s strategy of maximising the use of available funds for 
asset renewal by targeting a lower Unrestricted Current Ratio. 

Receivables
Receivables are the amount of money owed to Council or funds that Council has paid in 
advance.  Non-current rates debtors are included in this amount to measure Available 
Funds.  At January 2014, receivables totalled $28.6M, compared to receivables of 
$22.5M at December 2013.

Payables 
Payables (the amount of money owed to suppliers) of $14.5M were owed at January 
2014 compared to payables of $14.1M in December 2013.  The majority of payables 
relate to goods and services and capital projects delivered but not yet paid for and rating 
income received in advance.  Council performance in paying its creditors on time during 
this financial year resulted in 77% of payments being made on time in January 2014 
compared to the target of 85%. This is primarily due to delays in the approval and 
delivery of invoices resulting from seasonal leave during payment due dates.  This 
measure has a yearly average of 87% of creditors paid on time.  It is anticipated that the 
result will return to the target benchmark in February. 

Debt 
Council continues to have financial strength in its low level of borrowing.  Council’s 
Financial Strategy includes provision for additional borrowing in the future and Council 
will consider borrowing opportunities from time to time to bring forward the completion of 
capital projects where immediate funding is not available.  In 2009/10, Council borrowed 
$26.0M interest free to assist in the delivery of the West Dapto Access Plan.  Council 
has also been successful in applications for both Rounds 1 and 2 of the Local 
Government Infrastructure Renewal Scheme (LIRS) program.  A $20.0M loan was 
entered into early last year that will be used over a five year period to accelerate the city 
wide Footpaths and Shared Path Renewal and Missing Links Construction Program.  A 
further loan drawdown of $4.3M for LIRS Round 2 was completed in early 
December 2013 and this will be used to support the acceleration of building 
refurbishment works for Berkeley Community Centre, Corrimal Library and Community 
Centre, and Thirroul Pavilion and Kiosk over the next four to five years. 

The industry measure of debt commitment is the Debt Service Ratio that measures the 
proportion of revenues that is required to meet annual loan repayments.  Council’s low 
level of debt is reflected in Council’s Debt Service Ratio which was 3.35% at the end of 
January 2014.  It is noted that this decreased from 3.88% in December due to the timing 
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of the instalment of the interest free loan.  This result is still considered low in 
comparison to the Local Government’s benchmark ratio of <10% and within Council’s 
own longer term target of <4%.  It is noted that non-cash interest expense relating to the 
amortisation of the income recognised on the West Dapto Access Plan Loan is not 
included when calculating the Debt Service Ratio. 

Assets
The Balance Sheet shows that $2.4B of assets (written down value) are controlled and 
managed by Council for the community as at 31 January 2014.  The 2013/14 capital 
works program includes projects such as the West Dapto Access Strategy, the Crown 
Street Mall upgrade, Whytes Gully new landfill cell, other civil asset renewals including 
roads, car parks and buildings and purchase of library books.  At the end of January 
2014, capital expenditure amounted to $35.0M. 

PLANNING AND POLICY IMPACT 

This report relates to the commitments of Council as contained within the Strategic 
Management Plans: 

Wollongong 2022 Community Goal and Objective – This report contributes to the 
Wollongong 2022 Objective our local council has the trust of the community under the 
Community Goal we are a connected and engaged community.

It specifically delivers on core business activities as detailed in the Financial Services 
Service Plan 2013/14. 

CONCLUSION

The results for January 2014 are within projections over a range of financial indicators 
and it is expected that Council will achieve the forecast annual results. 
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REF: CM47/14    File:  FI-914.05.001
ITEM 10 STATEMENT OF INVESTMENTS - JANUARY 2014 

This report provides an overview of Council’s investment portfolio performance for the 
month of January 2014. 

Council’s average weighted return for January 2014 was 3.91% which was above the 
benchmark return of 2.58%.  The result was primarily due to high yielding term 
deposits and positive valuations on the majority of the marked to market portion of 
Council’s portfolio.  The remainder of Council’s portfolio continues to provide a high 
level of consistency in income and a high degree credit quality and liquidity. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 

Council receive the Statement of Investments for January 2014. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1 Statement of Investments – January 2014 
2 Investment Income Compared to Budget 2013-14 

REPORT AUTHORISATIONS 

Report of: Brian Jenkins, Manager Finance 
Authorised by: Greg Doyle, Director Corporate and Community Services – Creative, 

Engaged and Innovative City 

BACKGROUND

Council is required to invest its surplus funds in accordance with the Ministerial 
Investment Order and Division of Local Government guidelines.  The Order reflects a 
conservative approach and restricts the investment types available to Council.  In 
compliance with the Order and Division of Local Government guidelines, Council 
adopted an Investment Policy on 13 August 2012.  The Investment Policy provides a 
framework for the credit quality, institutional diversification and maturity constraints that 
Council’s portfolio can be exposed to.  Council’s investment portfolio was controlled by 
Council’s Finance Division during the period to ensure compliance with the Investment 
Policy.  Council’s Governance Committee’s role of overseer provides for the review of 
the Investment Policy prior to submission to Council and review of the Investment 
Strategy and monthly Statement of Investments. 

Council’s Responsible Accounting Officer is required to sign the complying Statements 
of Investments contained within the report, certifying that all investments were made in 
accordance with the Local Government Act 1993 and the Local Government Regulation 
2005. 

Council’s investment holdings as at 31 January 2014 were $113,265,036 (Statement of 
Investments attached) [25 January 2013 $74,405,175]. 
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During January, Council posted a weighted average return of 3.91% (annualised) 
compared to the benchmark return of 2.58% (annualised UBS Warburg Bank Bill Index).  
The result was primarily due to solid returns received on the term deposits and the 
positive marked to market valuation of the CBA zero coupon bond and the Emerald 
mortgage back securities investments in Council’s portfolio.  The remainder of Council’s 
portfolio continues to provide a high level of consistency in income and a high degree 
credit quality and liquidity. 

At 31 January, year to date interest and investment revenue of $3,075,249 was 
recognised compared to the year to date budget of $2,676,646 (as revised in the 
December Quarterly Review). 

Council’s CBA Zero Coupon Bond experienced an increase in valuation for January of 
$32,800, in contrast to last month’s downward valuation.  It is noted that the decrease 
last month was primarily due to a contrast in the valuation methodology used by 
Laminar (Council’s investment consultants), as compared to our previous investment 
advisors.  The current methodology discounts the bond using a margin for a straight four 
year CBA obligation but also takes into consideration the illiquidity premium of this being 
a restructured deal and there being limited bids on the security, but is also seen to be a 
more conservative approach.  As this bond gradually nears maturity, movements in 
interest rates and liquidity will have less of an impact on the securities valuation.  While 
there will be short term fluctuations along the way, the investments valuation will 
gradually increase to its $4M maturity value.  Council’s Westpac floating rate note had 
an increase in value of $3,190 for January. 

Council holds two Mortgaged Backed Securities (MBS) that recorded an increase in 
value of $7,866 in January.  These investments continue to pay higher than normal 
variable rates.  While the maturity dates are outside Council’s control, the investment 
advisors had previously indicated that capital is not at risk at that stage and 
recommended a hold strategy due to the illiquid nature of the investment. 

The NSW T-Corp Long-Term Growth Facility recorded a decrease in value of $18,015 in 
January.  The fluctuation is a reflection of the current share market volatility both 
domestically and internationally. 

Following its February 2014 meeting, the RBA’s official cash rate remained at 2.50%.  
The RBA has advised that it would continue to assess the outlook and adjust policy as 
needed to foster sustainable growth in demand and inflation outcomes consistent with 
the inflation target over time.  The current inflation rate is consistent with the 2 to 3% 
target. 

This report complies with Council’s Investment Policy which was endorsed by Council 
on 13 August 2012.  Council’s Responsible Accounting Officer has signed the 
complying Statements of Investments contained within the report, certifying that all 
investments were made in accordance with the Local Government Act 1993 and the 
Local Government Regulation 2005. 
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PLANNING AND POLICY IMPACT 

This report relates to the commitments of Council as contained within the Strategic 
Management Plans: 

Wollongong 2022 Community Goal and Objective – This report contributes to the 
Wollongong 2022 Objective our local community has the trust of the community under 
the Community Goal we are a connected and engaged community.

It specifically delivers on core business activities as detailed in the Financial Services 
Service Plan 2013-14. 
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REF: CM54/14    File:  IW-909.008

ITEM 11 MINUTES OF THE CITY OF WOLLONGONG TRAFFIC COMMITTEE 
MEETING HELD 19 FEBRUARY 2014 

A meeting of the City of Wollongong Traffic Committee was held on 19 February 2014.  
The minutes (Items 9 and 10) in relation to Regulation of Traffic, which must be 
determined by Council, are presented. 

With respect to the City of Wollongong Traffic Committee minutes of 19 February 2014: 

Items 1–8 and 11-21 have been adopted by Council through delegated authority.  Items 
9 and 10 recommend Council approve the temporary regulation of traffic on public roads 
for works or events by independent parties. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 

In accordance with the powers delegated to Council, the minutes and recommendations 
of the City of Wollongong Traffic Committee meeting held on 19 February 2014 in 
relation to Regulation of Traffic be adopted. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1 Traffic management plan – Splash n Dash Festival 30 March 2014 
2 Traffic management plan – The Color Run 4 May 2014 
3 Council’s standard conditions for road closures 

REPORT AUTHORISATIONS 

Report of: Mike Dowd, Manager Infrastructure Strategy and Planning 
Authorised by: Mike Hyde, Director Infrastructure and Works – Connectivity, Assets 

and Liveable City 

BACKGROUND

WOLLONGONG 
9 Endeavour Drive – Splash n Dash Festival at Wollongong Harbour 30 March 

2014 – (TMP ref:  Z14/18750 - Attachment 1) 
Background: 
An application has been received for the closure of a small section of Endeavour 
Drive on 30 March 2014 between 7.30 am and 12.30 pm for the Splash n Dash 
Festival at Wollongong Harbour.  The closure will be in the vicinity of the City 
Beach Surf Club car park, but access to Wollongong Harbour and parking near the 
Harbour businesses will not be affected.  There will be traffic controls in place on 
Cliff Road and on Marine Drive to allow participants to cross the road under 
supervision, and there may be short delays as a result to drivers. 
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PROPOSAL SUPPORTED (UNANIMOUSLY): 
The road closures be approved in accordance with the submitted traffic 
management plan and Council’s Standard Conditions for Road Closures 
(Attachment 3). 

10 George Hanley Drive, Cliff Road, Endeavour Drive and Marine Drive – The 
Color Run – 5 am to 1 pm Sunday 4 May 2014 – (TMP Ref: Z14/30388 - 
Attachment 2). 
Background: 
The organisers of the Color Run have altered the course so that most of the event 
is confined to the southbound carriageway on Cliff Road, Endeavour Drive and a 
small part of Marine Drive; the remainder of the course is to be via the shared path 
and finishes in Stuart Park away from the roadway.  This is a fundraising event 
where participants run around a course where different primary colours are 
distributed over the runners (corn starch dyes).  The organisers have equipment to 
sweep up the colours with washing facilities for participants so that the colours 
used are not distributed outside the event area. 

As the road closures involve State roads and part of the Gong Shuttle bus route, 
consultations have been carried out with NSW RMS, Police and Transport for 
NSW.  Road closures will take effect from 5 am to 1 pm for all the roads except 
George Hanley Drive which will be reopened at approximately 10.30 am. 

PROPOSAL SUPPORTED (UNANIMOUSLY): 
The road closures be approved in accordance with the submitted traffic 
management plan and Council’s Standard Conditions for Road Closures 
(Attachment 3). 

PLANNING AND POLICY IMPACT 

This report relates to the commitments of Council as contained within the Strategic 
Management Plans: 

Wollongong 2022 Community Goal and Objective – This report contributes to the 
Wollongong 2022 Objective 5.5 Participation in recreational and lifestyle activities is 
increased under the Community Goal 5 – We are a healthy community in a liveable city.
It specifically delivers on core business activities as detailed in the Service Plan 2013-
2014. 



MINUTES ORDINARY MEETING OF COUNCIL 

at 6.00 pm 

Monday 24 February 2014

Present 
Lord Mayor – Councillor Bradbery OAM (in the Chair), Councillors Kershaw, Connor, 
Brown, Takacs, Martin, Blicavs, Dorahy, Colacino and Crasnich  

In Attendance
General Manager – D Farmer, Director Corporate and Community Services –
Creative, Engaged and Innovative City – G Doyle, Director Infrastructure and 
Works – Connectivity, Assets and Liveable City – M Hyde, Director Planning and 
Environment – Future, City and Neighbourhoods – A Carfield, Manager Governance 
and Information – L Kofod, Manager Finance – B Jenkins, Manager Property and 
Recreation – P Coyte, Manager Environmental Strategy and Planning – R Campbell
and Manager City Works – K Mondal  

Apologies
Min No. 

20 RESOLVED UNANIMOUSLY on the motion of Councillor Brown seconded
Councillor Dorahy that the apology tendered on behalf of Councillors Merrin, 
Petty and Curran be accepted.
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Minute No. 
CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES OF ORDINARY MEETING OF COUNCIL 
HELD ON MONDAY, 17 FEBRUARY 2014 

21 COUNCIL’S RESOLUTION - RESOLVED UNANIMOUSLY on the motion 
of Councillor Brown seconded Councillor Crasnich that the Minutes of the 
Ordinary Meeting of Council held on Monday, 17 February 2014 (a copy 
having been circulated to Councillors) be taken as read and confirmed.

CALL OF THE AGENDA

22 COUNCIL’S RESOLUTION – RESOLVED UNANIMOUSLY on the motion 
of Councillor Brown seconded Councillor Connor that the staff 
recommendations for Items  2, and 4 to 6 inclusive, be adopted as a block.

ITEM A – LORD MAYORAL MINUTE - REVIEW OF ON-CALL 
HOUSEHOLD CLEAN-UP SERVICE  

23 COUNCIL’S RESOLUTION - RESOLVED UNANIMOUSLY on the motion 
of Councillor Bradbery that –  

1 A review of the On-Call Household Clean-Up Service be conducted 
and a report to Council be furnished within four months.   

2 a The review address -  

i The management of the On-Call Household Clean-Up Service 
to reduce the non-compliant amount of rubbish and waste left 
on the streets across the Wollongong Local Government Area; 

ii Compliance of the contractors to meet the schedule between 
notification and pick-up and possible flexibility within the 
existing contractual arrangements for other models for 
managing this issue; and, 

iii Non-compliance of householders and the community in the 
notification and management of illegal placement and dumping 
of rubbish in the Wollongong Local Government Area. 

b The report also – 

i Review best practice and education for the management and 
engagement of the community to manage the household 
clean-up services, illegal dumping and litter control; and, 

ii Bring recommendations to Council to address the 
aforementioned issues within the requirements of the 
Community Strategic Plan. 
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Minute No. 
3 Wollongong City Council endorses the aims of Clean Up Australia 

and encourages its citizens to participate in Clean Up Australia Day 
on 2 March 2014 in an effort to clean up our City.

ITEM 1 - SUBMISSION ON COASTAL HAZARD NOTATIONS ON 
SECTION 149 PLANNING CERTIFICATES 

24 COUNCIL’S RESOLUTION - RESOLVED UNANIMOUSLY on the motion 
of Councillor Brown seconded Councillor Connor that - 

1 Council endorse the draft submission on coastal hazard notations on 
Section 149 Planning Certificates for finalisation by the 
General Manager and submission to the NSW Department of 
Planning and Infrastructure. 

2 Council provide a copy of the submission to the Ministerial Taskforce 
responsible for the NSW coastal reforms.

ITEM 2 - PROPOSED SALE OF LOT 234 DP 841135 COLLAERY ROAD, 
RUSSELL VALE AND LOT 265 DP 9943 LAKE PARADE, EAST 
CORRIMAL
The following staff recommendation was adopted as part of the Block 
Adoption of Items (refer Minute Number 22).

COUNCIL’S RESOLUTION –

1 Council authorise the sale of Lot 234 DP 841135 being 
No 30 Collaery Road, Russell Vale to The Housing Trust for the sum 
of $415,740, being Council’s share of the value of the site. 

2 Council authorise the sale of Lot 265 DP 9943 being 
No 25 Lake Parade, East Corrimal by public auction. 

3 Council authorise the General Manager to establish the reserve price 
for the Lake Parade property in line with the valuation advice. 

4 Council authorise the General Manager to negotiate the sale of the 
Lake Parade property at no less than 10% below the reserve price. 

5 Authority be granted to affix the Common Seal of Council to the 
transfer documents and any other documents required to give effect 
to this resolution.
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Minute No. 
ITEM 3 - TENDER T13/23 - RECYCLABLES PROCESSING - POST 
TENDER CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS  

25 COUNCIL’S RESOLUTION - RESOLVED on the motion of 
Councillor Brown seconded Councillor Crasnich that - 

1 Council accept the proposal of Visy Paper Pty Ltd & Visy Industries 
Australia Pty Ltd for a Transfer Station located at Wollongong Waste 
and Resource Recovery Park, to accept, transfer, sort and recover 
recyclables for a period of 12 years and any extension granted in 
accordance with the proposed contract, at the rates contained in the 
proposal, being rates which produce a projected annual sum of 
$808,500 excluding GST. 

2 Council delegate to the General Manager the authority to finalise and 
execute the contract and any other documentation required to give 
effect to this resolution. 

3 Council grant authority for the use of the Common Seal of Council on 
the contract and any other documentation, should it be required to 
give effect to this resolution.

In favour Councillors Kershaw, Connor, Brown, Martin, Dorahy, Colacino, Crasnich 
and Bradbery 

Against Councillors  Blicavs and Takacs 

ITEM 4 - 2014 AUSTRALIAN LOCAL GOVERNMENT WOMEN’S
CONFERENCE - NOMINATIONS FOR ATTENDANCE AND 
ACCOMMODATION 

 The following staff recommendation was adopted as part of the Block 
Adoption of Items (refer Minute Number 22). 

COUNCIL’S RESOLUTION – Council endorse the nominations of 
Councillors Merrin, Curran and Martin to attend the 2014 Australian Local 
Government Women’s Association’s (ALGWA) Annual Conference. 
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Minute No. 

ITEM 5 - PROPOSED LEASE OF UNITS 6 AND 7 KEMBLA TERRACES 
TO WOLLONGONG FINANCIAL SERVICES PTY LTD (RAMS HOME 
LOANS) 

 The following staff recommendation was adopted as part of the Block 
Adoption of Items (refer Minute Number 22). 

COUNCIL’S RESOLUTION –

1 Council authorise a lease of Units 6 and 7 Kembla Terraces to 
Wollongong Financial Services Pty Ltd for a period of five years plus 
a five year option term, subject to the terms and conditions outlined 
in this report. 

2 Council authorise the lease of Unit 5 Kembla Terraces and grant to 
the General Manager the authority to approve the terms of a new 
lease of Unit 5. 

3 Authority be granted to affix the Common Seal of Council to the 
lease documents and any other documents required to give effect to 
this resolution.

ITEM 6 - DRAFT QUARTERLY REVIEW DECEMBER 2013 
 The following staff recommendation was adopted as part of the Block 

Adoption of Items (refer Minute Number 22). 

COUNCIL’S RESOLUTION –

1 The draft Quarterly Review Statement December 2013 be adopted. 

2 The Budget Review Statement as at 31 December 2013 be adopted 
and revised totals of income and expenditure be approved and 
voted.

THE MEETING CONCLUDED AT 6:48 PM

Confirmed as a correct record of proceedings at the Ordinary Meeting of the Council of 
the City of Wollongong held on 10 March 2014. 

Chairperson 
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BACKGROUND
Drowning is one (1) of the major causes of death for NSW children under the age of five (5). On average, ten (10) 
children under five (5) drown in backyard swimming pools and many more suffer brain damage and other serious 
injuries associated with near-drowning experiences each year in Australia.

There are more than 300,000 backyard swimming pools in New South Wales, some 14,000 of which are located 
within the Wollongong Local Government Area. It is estimated that over 80% of backyard swimming pools currently 
do not comply with the Swimming Pools Act.

In 1992, as a result of a number of child drownings in residential swimming pools, and subsequent Coronial 
Investigations, the Swimming Pools Act (Act) was created. The purpose of the Act was to ensure that swimming 
pools were adequately fenced and protected to prevent further drownings. 

In 2012 a comprehensive review of the Act was undertaken by the Department of Local Government to include 
more onerous requirements upon Councils and pool owners in regards to swimming pool barriers which includes 
the creation of a locally approved Swimming Pool Barrier Inspection Program.

OBJECTIVE
The objective of the Swimming Pool Barrier Policy is to: 

1 Provide Council, the community and stakeholders with a strategic, consistent and comprehensive 
approach to managing swimming pool barriers across the Wollongong LGA;

2 Provide a functional and transparent framework to direct Council’s response in the management of 
swimming pool barriers (registration, certification and complaints);

3 Raise community awareness of the importance of swimming pool safety and complying swimming pool 
barriers;

4 Ensure Council satisfies its legal obligations under the Swimming Pool Act 1992;
5 Ensure consistency in the application and enforcement of the Swimming Pool Act 1992;
6 Increase pool safety awareness;
7 Aim to reduce infant drowning and near drowning events within the Wollongong Local Government 

Area.

POLICY STATEMENT
This Policy aims to provide a holistic approach to how Council will undertake its Swimming Pool Barrier Inspection 
Program and associated activities across the Wollongong LGA.

STATEMENT OF PROCEDURES
1.0 Legislative amendments   

On 29 October 2012, a number of amendments were made to the Swimming Pools Act 1992.  These amendments 
were aimed at increasing the safety of young children around swimming pools and reducing associated drowning 
and near–drowning incidents.

The Swimming Pools (Amendment) Act 2012 made the following specific amendments to the Swimming Pools Act 
1992:

1 Councils are required to:

(a) Develop and implement a Swimming Pool Barrier Inspection Program in consultation with their 
communities;
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(b) Report annually on the number of pool inspections undertaken and the level of compliance with 
the requirements;

(c) Inspect pools associated with tourist and visitor accommodation and multi-occupancy 
developments at three (3) year intervals;

(d) At the request of a pool owner, inspect pools prior to sale or lease of the property;

(e) Issue Compliance Certificates after an inspection which finds a pool barrier compliant with the 
requirements of the legislation.  Compliance Certificates are valid for three (3) years.

2. A swimming pool subject to an Occupation Certificate is exempt from an Inspection Program for three 
(3) years from the date of issue of the Occupation Certificate.

3. Councils may inspect any swimming pool that is subject to a complaint to the Council.

4. Council powers of entry will be consistent with the Local Government Act 1993.

5. Councils may charge a fee for each inspection undertaken (up to a maximum of $150 for the first 
inspection and $100 for one (1) re-inspection resulting from the first inspection).

2.0 Staged implementation

The Swimming Pools (Amendment) Act 2012 includes a stage implementation process to facilitate:

1. The development and implementation of the Swimming Pools Register by no later than 29 April 2013;

2. Registration by pool owners of pools (after the register commences and by no later than 29 October 
2013);

3. Council’s Inspection Programs (to be developed in consultation with the community) adopted and 
commenced by no later than 29 October 2013;

4. Mandatory Council inspections of tourist, visitor and multi-occupancy developments and pools 
associated with property sale or lease must be commenced by no later than 29 April 2014. (Accredited 
Certifiers are not permitted to be involved in the mandatory inspection regime).

3.0 Swimming Pool Owners Responsibilities

Swimming pool owners are required to register their swimming pools on an on-line register provided by the NSW 
State Government. Swimming pool owners are encouraged to self-assess their pool and state in the register that 
to the best of their knowledge, their swimming pool complies with the applicable standard when registering their 
pool. There are Penalty Notice provisions for owners who fail to register their swimming pool.

Swimming pool owners will be required to provide a valid Swimming Pool Compliance Certificate before being able 
to sell or lease their real property with a pool.

Under section 22C of the Swimming Pools (Amendment) Act 2012, a pool owner may, at any time, request Council 
or an Accredited Certifier under the Building Professional Act 2005 to conduct an inspection of the swimming pool.  
However, Council must carry out the inspection within a “reasonable time” if the request is in writing and states that 
the inspection is required for the purposes of selling or leasing the real property on which the swimming pool is 
situated.  A “reasonable time” would be within ten (10) working days.

4.0 Mandatory inspections

As of the 29 April 2014, Council must inspect pools associated with tourist and visitor accommodation and multi-
occupancy developments at a maximum of three (3) year intervals.  These premises include:

backpackers’ accommodation
bed and breakfast accommodation
farm stay accommodation
hotel or motel accommodation
serviced apartments.

DRAFT
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4.0 High Risk Premises

Whilst not defined as mandatory within the swimming pool legislation, Council has identified the following premises 
which have swimming pools as “high risk” and as such will inspect at three (3) year intervals:

Child Care Centre’s
Caravan Parks and moveable dwelling parks
Boarding Houses
Short term accommodation premises
Commercial swimming pools

5.0 Inspection fees

The Swimming Pools Act provides that Council may charge a fee for an inspection conducted by an authorised 
officer, being a fee that is not greater than the maximum fee prescribed by the Swimming Pool Regulation. In such 
cases Council cannot charge a separate fee for the issuing of the Swimming Pool Compliance Certificate. The fees 
charged for the initial inspection and one (1) reinspection are contained within Council’s fees and charges.

6.0 Compliance Certificates for premises that are for sale/lease or rent

As of April 2014, all premises that are to be sold, leased or rented must contain a valid Swimming Pool Compliance 
Certificate within the contract. The Swimming Pool Compliance Certificate can be issued by Council or by an 
Accredited Certifier (appointed under the Building Professional Act 2005).  Council must carry out the inspection 
within a “reasonable time” if the request is in writing and states that the inspection is required for the purposes of 
selling or leasing the real property on which the swimming pool is situated. A “reasonable time” is considered to be 
within ten (10) working days of the application being received in full.

7.0 Swimming Pool Exemption Certificate

Under section 22 of the Swimming Pools Act 1992 the owner of any premises in or on which a swimming pool is 
situated, or proposed to be constructed, may apply to Council for an exemption for the subject pool from all or any 
of the requirements of the Swimming Pools Act 1992. 

For an exemption to be granted, the Council must be satisfied in the particular circumstances of the case:

1 That it is impracticable or unreasonable for the swimming pool to comply with those requirements:

because of the physical nature of the premises, or 
because of the design or construction of the swimming pool, or 
because of special circumstances of a kind recognised by the regulations as justifying the 
granting of an exemption.

2 That an alternative provision, no less effective than those requirements, exists for restricting access to 
the swimming pool. 

An exemption may be granted unconditionally or subject to such conditions as the Council considers appropriate to 
ensure that effective provision is made for restricting access to the swimming pool.

The application fee associated with a Swimming Pool Barrier Exemption Certificate is contained within Council’s
Fees and Charges.

8.0 Swimming Pool Register

Swimming pool owners are required to register their swimming pools on an on-line register provided and maintained 
by the NSW State Government by the 29 October 2013. Pool owners can register themselves or alternatively 
provide Council with the relevant Application Form so that Council can register them on the database. Council will 
register swimming pools upon the request of an owner or as a result of an investigation following a complaint.

DRAFT
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9.0 Enforcement

Whilst Council aims to achieve compliance through effective education and engagement of pool owners and the 
community, where a non-complying swimming pool barrier is observed, Council will proceed to the issuing of a
Notice or Direction (depending upon the seriousness of the non-compliance) under the provisions of the Swimming 
Pools Act. 

The Act also has provisions for the issuing of Penalty Notices and further legal action (Court proceedings and 
entering premises) and these actions will be utilised where ongoing non-compliance is observed in accordance with 
Council’s Enforcement Policy.

Where the owner of a swimming pool has failed to register their pool on the DLG website following receipt of a 
(fourteen) 14 day reminder letter from Council, a Penalty Notice may be issued in accordance with the penalty 
provisions of the Swimming Pools Act and Council’s Enforcement Policy.

10.0 Investigating complaints

1 Council will inspect any swimming pool within a reasonable time that is the subject of a customer, staff 
or owners request to ensure that the pool barrier is installed and maintained in accordance with the 
Swimming Pools Act,

2 Council shall inspect and take appropriate regulatory action in respect of swimming pools that have 
been constructed without Development Consent, or, that are being used in contravention of conditions 
of Development Consent or other legislative requirements,

3 Council may choose to charge the relevant inspection fees for the above investigations and take 
enforcement action in accordance with Council’s Enforcement Policy. 

11.0 Upgrading works or maintenance works

Council may require either maintenance works or upgrading works to be undertaken to a non-complying swimming 
pool barrier depending upon the significance of the non-compliance.

1 Maintenance works - may include the re-tensioning of a swimming pool gate, pruning and removal of 
vegetation, replacement/repair of a lock or latch.

2 Upgrading works – Council may require the upgrading of a swimming pool barrier, including those 
which had previously complied with an earlier standard where:

a. illegal or non-complying works have been undertaken or,

b. construction of additional structures, or

c. changes to the configuration of the pool area have been undertaken or,

d. the swimming pool fence has been removed/relocated, or

e. the replacement of doors or windows, or

f. latches or locks which were not previously installed, or

g. any devices/mechanisms which had previously formed part of the barrier have been removed, 
replaced or no longer comply.

h. Council is satisfied that the barrier did not comply with the previous standard.

3 Where significant/costly/prefabricated works are required and/or where Council deems appropriate,
Council may require the owner to erect a temporary complying swimming pool barrier until such time as 
a permanent barrier is installed or rectification/upgrading measures are completed.

DRAFT
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12.0 Proactive Swimming Pool Barrier Inspection Program

The Swimming Pool Act provides for Councils to develop their own Swimming Pool Barrier Inspection Program to 
incorporate pools in addition to “mandatory pools” in consultation with its community. Following community 
consultation, Council has developed the following community inspection based Program:

As resources and funding are made available, Council may choose to:

1 Promote swimming pool barrier awareness through education and media. Pool owner education and 
awareness is essential in contributing to the success of the Barrier Inspection Program. With the 
support of Council’s media and engagement team, ongoing and complimentary education and 
awareness will be conducted through community publications, media releases, web site information, 
newsletters, rates notices, owner self-assessment checklists and pool officer interaction with the public;

2 Identify swimming pools and non-compliant barriers when undertaking inspections as part of Council’s 
broader regulatory role;

3 Monitor and compare the DLG database with Council’s records including the use of aerial photography 
to identify non-registered swimming pools;

4 Implement an inspection regime either by random selection, by street or by suburb to actively identify 
swimming pools and ensure compliance with the Swimming Pools Act.

13.0 Definitions

swimming pool means an excavation, structure or vessel:

(a) that is capable of being filled with water to a depth greater than 300 millimetres, and 

(b) that is solely or principally used, or that is designed, manufactured or adapted to be solely or principally 
used, for the purpose of swimming, wading, paddling or any other human aquatic activity, and includes 
a spa pool, but does not include a spa bath, anything that is situated within a bathroom or anything 
declared by the regulations not to be a swimming pool for the purposes of the Swimming Pools Act.

barrier means a fence or a wall, and includes:

(a) any gate or door set in the fence or wall, and

(b)  any other structure or thing declared by the regulations to be a barrier for the purposes of this Act.

tourist and visitor accommodation means a building or place that provides temporary or short-term accommodation 
on a commercial basis, and includes any of the following:

(a)  backpackers’ accommodation,

(b)  bed and breakfast accommodation,

(c)  farm stay accommodation,

(d)  hotel or motel accommodation,

(e)  serviced apartments,

but does not include:

(f)  camping grounds, or

(g)  caravan parks, or

(h)  eco-tourist facilities.

relevant Occupation Certificate in respect of a swimming pool  means an Occupation Certificate issued under the 
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 that is less than three (3) years old and that authorises the use 
of the swimming pool.
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Certificate of Compliance means a Certificate issued under section 22D of the Swimming Pools Act.

Register means the Register of Swimming Pools under section 30A of the Swimming Pools Act.
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Executive Summary 
Drowning is one of the major causes of death for NSW children under the age of five. Brain 
damage and other serious injuries are also associated with near-drowning experiences each year 
in Australia. There are more than 14,000 swimming pools located within the Wollongong Local 
Government Area, yet it is estimated that over 80% of backyard swimming pools currently do 
not comply with the Swimming Pools Act. In 1992 the Department of Local Government 
(DLG) enacted the Swimming Pools Act to improve swimming pool safety.  

In 2012, the Department of Local Government reviewed and updated the Swimming Pools Act. 
The amendments to the legislation outlined new mandatory inspection requirements, and 
requested that Council’s engage with their communities in order to develop an updated 
residential swimming pool inspection program. In response to the legislative changes, Council 
has developed a draft Swimming Pool Barrier Policy, aiming to improve rates of swimming pool 
barrier compliance and community awareness around swimming pool safety.  

The engagement process was divided into two stages, with the first focusing on a deliberative 
workshop with residential and high risk pool property owners, and the second stage exhibiting 
Council’s Draft Swimming Pool Barrier Policy. This report will document the second stage of 
the engagement process only. A synopsis of the results of the first stage is provided in Appendix 
C. 

Online and print media notification was the key engagement technique used during the 
exhibition period. An information pack consisting of a Frequently Asked Questions, feedback 
form and copies of the draft Policy were sent to targeted Council facilities, namely tourist parks, 
leisure centres and libraries. The same documents were made available on Council’s engagement 
website. The feedback form asked residents whether they had read and agreed with Council’s 
draft Swimming Pool Barrier Policy.  

The exhibition period ran from 2 – 29 October. A total of n=4 submissions were made, with 
n=3 agreeing with the draft Swimming Pool Barrier Policy. N=1 resident provided an open 
submission, with the nature of the comments focusing on the handling of the Department of 
Local Government Swimming Pool Register and the issue of fines for those residents that had 
not heard about the requirement to register their pool by 29 October. The resident was, 
however, supportive of the policy.  
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Background 
Drowning is one of the major causes of death for NSW children under the age of five. Brain 
damage and other serious injuries are also associated with near-drowning experiences each year 
in Australia. There are more than 14,000 swimming pools located within the Wollongong Local 
Government Area, yet it is estimated that over 80% of backyard swimming pools currently do 
not comply with the Swimming Pools Act. In 1992 the Department of Local Government 
(DLG) enacted the Swimming Pools Act to improve swimming pool safety.   

In late 2012, the Department of Local Government reviewed and updated the Swimming Pools 
Act. As part of the review, aspects of the legislation, pertaining to the monitoring and inspection 
of swimming pools (commercial and residential) were modified. The amendments to the 
legislation include outlining new mandatory inspection requirements, as well as making 
compulsory an engagement process with the local community in order to determine the nature 
and scope of Council’s pool inspection process for non-mandatory pools. In response to these 
legislative changes, Council has developed a draft Swimming Pool Barrier Policy, which aims to 
improve rates of swimming pool barrier compliance and community awareness around 
swimming pool safety.  

Methodology 
The following section outlines the proposed engagement methodology in relation to the 
exhibition of Council’s Draft Swimming Pool Barrier Policy. The engagement process has 
worked through two stages, with an earlier engagement report outlining the methods and results 
of the first stage. This document reports on the second stage of the engagement process only. A 
synopsis of the results of stage 1 can be found in Appendix C.   

The two stages are outlined as follows: 

Stage 1 

This stage involved holding a deliberative workshop with non-mandatory pool owners and high 
risk property stakeholders (for example family day care facilities). 

Stage 2 

This stage will focus on engagement with the community via an exhibition period of Council’s 
proposed Draft Swimming Pool Barrier Policy.  

Stakeholders 
For stage 2 residents across the entire LGA were identified as stakeholders.  
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Stage 2: Exhibition Period for the Draft Swimming Pool Barrier Policy 
As the draft Swimming Pool Barrier Policy was relevant across the entire LGA, online and print 
media notification of the exhibition period was chosen as the key engagement technique. The 
Advertiser promoted the exhibition period on 2, 9, 16 and 23 October. Council’s engagement 
website constructed a webpage for the exhibition period. The webpage contained a Frequently 
Asked Questions and Feedback form, as well as a copy of the Draft Swimming Pool Barrier 
Policy. Information packs consisting of the FAQ, Feedback forms and copies of the Draft 
Swimming Pool Barrier Policy were sent to targeted Council facilities, namely all libraries, leisure 
centres and tourist parks throughout the LGA (A copy of the Feedback Form and the FAQ can 
be found in Appendices A and B, respectively).  

The feedback form was available on the website in PDF, so that residents could download it. 
Alternatively residents could provide feedback directly into the website. The feedback form 
asked residents whether they agreed with the draft Swimming Pool Barrier Policy, and provided 
space for comments from residents if they did not support the policy.   

The results of the exhibition period are outlined in the following section. 

Results 
The exhibition period ran from 2 – 29 October. A total of n=4 submissions were made, with 
n=3 agreeing with the draft Swimming Pool Barrier Policy. N=1 resident provided an open 
submission, with the nature of the comments focusing on the handling of the Department of 
Local Government Swimming Pool Register and the issue of fines for those residents that had 
not heard about the requirement to register their pool by 29 October. The resident was 
supportive of the policy.  

Demographic Data 
Of the n=4 people who provided feedback, n=2 were female, n=1 was male and n=1 remained 
anonymous.  

Conclusion 
The major results of the engagement process highlight that a best practice pool inspection and 
pool safety awareness program need not only focus on inspections. Information, education and 
awareness were recognised by the participants as equally valid when considering the 
development of stronger practices of swimming pool safety in the LGA. Additionally, the 
participants identified that developing an information database should be a first step, as it would 
assist in creating a registry of pool owners for any ongoing education, notification and/or 
information awareness purposes.  
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Appendix A 

Feedback Form 

Feedback Form 

Wollongong City Council’s

Draft Swimming Pool Barrier Policy

Community Feedback Form

Wollongong City Council is inviting you to Have Your Say

Council has developed a draft Swimming Pool Barrier Policy to help improve pool safety 
awareness, and make sure Council has a consistent approach to managing swimming pool 
barriers throughout the Wollongong area. We would like to hear your thoughts on the draft 
Swimming Pool Barrier Policy.

All comments must be received by 5pm Wednesday, 30 October 2013.

Please read the Frequently Asked Questions sheet and comment on the draft Swimming 
Pool Barrier Policy in the space below.

I have read and agree with the draft Swimming Pool Barrier Policy

Yes No

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________H

Have you registered your swimming pool with the Department of Local 

Government? 

Yes No Unsure

If No or Unsure, register at www.swimmingpoolregister.nsw.gov.au before 29 October 
2013

What suburb do you live in? ________________________________________

What is your gender?

� Female �Male � Prefer not to respond

If you would like a reply to your submission please fill in the section below:

Name:

Address:

Suburb: Postcode:

Telephone: Email:

Please return submissions to:

Community Engagement Unit
Communications & Strategy Division
Wollongong City Council
Locked Bag 8821
Wollongong  NSW  2500

Telephone: 02 4227-7060

Facsimile: 02 4227-7580

Email:  engagement@wollongong.nsw.gov.au

Information about your submission.

In accordance with the Local Government Act 1993, your submission including any personal information such as 
your name and address, will be made available for public inspection. You may request, in the form of a 
statutory declaration, that Council suppress the personal information in your submission from public 
inspection, if you consider that the personal safety of any person would be affected if the information was not 
suppressed. Any such request will be dealt with in accordance with the Privacy and Personal Information Act 
1988. You may also make an anonymous submission however if you choose to do so Council will be unable to 
contact you any further as to the outcome of your submission. Additionally, anonymous submissions will be 
considered however it should be noted that the lack of information as to the respondent’s place of living may 
affect Council’s consideration of the potential impact of the subject proposal. Note: If Council receives a 
submission from any person who is legally required to provide a disclosure of any reportable political donation 
and / or gift under section 147 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979, Council is legally 
required to publicly disclose all relevant details of the reportable political donation or gift onto Council's 
website. This will include the name and residential address of the person who provided the political donation 
or gift onto Council's website for full viewing by the general public.
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Appendix B 

Frequently Asked Questions 
 

Draft Swimming Pool Barrier Policy 

Frequently Asked Questions 

In late 2012, the Department of Local Government (DLG) updated the Swimming Pools Act 
(2012). In response to this, Council has developed a draft Swimming Pool Barrier Policy, which 
aims to improve rates of swimming pool barrier compliance and community awareness around 
swimming pool safety. We are inviting you to Have Your Say on the draft Swimming Pool 
Barrier Policy. 

Feedback must be received by 5pm Wednesday, 30 October, 2013. 

What is the draft Swimming Pool Barrier Policy about?
The draft policy outlines pool inspection requirements for both commercial and residential pool 
owners. The policy aims to provide members of the community with a comprehensive approach 
to managing swimming pool barriers and also ensure that Council meets its legal obligations 
under the Swimming Pool Act. The policy deals with issues such as mandatory inspections, 
inspection fees, compliance certificates, the swimming pool register, and Council’s inspection 
program. Finally, the policy aims to improve pool safety awareness and compliance with 
swimming pool barrier standards.  

Has the definition of a swimming pool changed?
No, the Swimming Pools Act (2012) continues to define a swimming pool as an excavation, 
structure or vessel: 

• that is capable of being filled with water to a depth of greater than 300 millimetres 
• that is solely or principally used, or that is designed, manufactured or adapted to be solely 

or principally used for the purpose of swimming, wading, paddling or any other human 
aquatic activity 

• it includes a spa pool, which is defined as any excavation, structure or vessel in the nature 
of a spa pool, flotation tank, tub or the like, but not a spa bath.

Have the fencing requirements for my pool changed?
No, there are no changes to fencing requirements. You are still required to install and 
maintain a child-resistant barrier that meets the criteria of Standard AS 1926-1. The DLG 
website contains checklists that outline the different Australian Standards relevant to your 
pool fence.

What has changed in the Swimming Pools Amendment Act 2012?
The major changes in the Swimming Pools Act (2012) mean you now have to register your 
pool with the DLG by 29 October, 2013. The other major change relates to obtaining a 
compliance certificate, which you will need if you are looking to sell or lease your property. 
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What are mandatory and non-mandatory pool inspections?
The Swimming Pools Act splits swimming pools into two types – mandatory and non-
mandatory. Mandatory pools are those pools located at tourist and visitor accommodation, 
and multi-occupancy properties, such as a block of units. The Council policy proposes to 
inspect these pools and other identified ‘high risk’ swimming pools every three years. ‘High 
risk’ swimming pools include pools at child care centres, caravan parks, boarding houses, 
short term accommodation premises and commercial swimming pools. 

Non-mandatory are those swimming pools found at private homes, and will only be inspected 
at the request of a pool owner in order to obtain a Compliance Certificate, or in the instance 
that a swimming pool is the subject of a complaint made to Council or as part of any Council 
adopted swimming pool inspection program.

Is Council charging fees for inspecting my pool?
Council will charge a fee for inspecting your swimming pool when you apply for a 
compliance certificate.

What’s a Compliance Certificate, and do I need one?
From 29 April, 2014 you will need a current swimming pool compliance certificate to sell or 
lease your property. Tourist, visitor and multi-occupancy developments, like hotels, caravan 
parks and residential unit blocks will also need to hold a current compliance certificate from 
29 April, 2014. Compliance certificates are valid for three years.

What happens if I don’t register my pool?
From 29 October, you can be fined if your pool is not registered on the NSW Swimming Pool 
Register. If you haven’t already registered your pool, please 
visit www.swimmingpoolregister.nsw.gov.au. To register your pool, you’ll be asked for 
contact details and to complete a self-assessment checklist about your pool to see if your pool 
fence meets the Australian Standards. It is free to register your pool online.

How can I have my say?
The easiest way to provide your feedback on the draft Swimming Pool Barrier Policy is to 
complete a feedback form available from Council libraries, leisure centres and tourist parks, 
or on the Council website at www.wollongong.nsw.gov.au. For further questions please call 
4227 7060 or email engagement@wollongong.nsw.gov.au.
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Appendix C 

Synopsis of Stage One Engagement Results 

In 2012, the Department of Local Government reviewed and updated the Swimming Pools Act, 
making changes to the nature of mandatory pool inspection requirements. The engagement 
strategy for this project was developed across two stages, with stage 1 conducting deliberative 
workshop with residential and high risk property owners.  

Using an existing Regulation and Enforcement swimming pool database, a random sample of 80 
households from across the LGA was invited to participate in the deliberative workshop. A 
range of high risk property types were identified, with representatives from family day care 
centres, private swimming schools, mixed facility tourist accommodation, and gym and 
recreation centres with pools were also invited. Finally, Neighbourhood Forum convenors were 
invited to participate in the workshop.  

A total of n=10 people attended the workshop, held on Wednesday, 24 July between 6.30-
8.30pm. The workshop ran two key engagement techniques: an appreciative inquiry activity, and 
a mind map carousel activity. Council’s Environment and Development Compliance Manager 
presented on the background to the Department of Local Governments’ review of the 
Swimming Pool act, the nature of Council’s obligations for non-mandatory pool inspections, the 
current state of swimming pool resourcing and inspection programs, and the nature of residential 
swimming pool non-compliance. 

The appreciative inquiry activity asked participants what Council could do to best support pool 
safety for residential pool owners. The results identified the ways in which Council could 
improve pool safety and handle pool inspection processes. Recommendations included creating 
a database of pool owners in the LGA, focusing on education and awareness of pool safety, and 
developing an inspection regime.  

The mind map carousel activity expanded on these themes, with the results pointing to the need 
to carefully consider non-inspection options, including the development of a registry of pool 
owners in the LGA, followed by education and promotional ideas, and inspections. Strategies 
such as improving self-assessment tools, online checklists, working with other key swimming 
pool stakeholder groups, and liasing with other government agencies in terms of other inspection 
processes were recommended.  

In both activities, the need to ensure a sequential development of recommendations was 
highlighted. In this sense, the participants believed that it was first necessary to create an 
information tool, such as a registry or database of pool owners, and then move towards 
education and awareness, before the final stage of developing a pool inspection program was 
realised.  

Participants in the workshop were made aware of the second stage of the engagement process, 
and notified that the exhibition period would be promoted via Council’s website. 
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Circular Details 13-53 / 13 December 2013/ A361128
Previous Circular 12-40 – Swimming Pools Amendment Act 2012
Who should read this Councillors / General Managers / Staff responsible for swimming pool 

inspection programs
Contact Development Team / 02 4428 4100 / dlg@dlg.nsw.gov.au
Action required Council to prepare for implementation

Preparing for sale and lease provisions for properties with swimming pools that 
commence on 29 April 2014

What’s new or changing
To reduce the potential for drowning and near drowning in backyard swimming pools, all 
properties with a pool that are sold or leased from 29 April 2014 must have a pool 
compliance certificate. This includes any property with a pool that is on the market for sale 
as at 29 April 2014. See previous Circular to Councils 12-40.

What this will mean for your council
It is expected that there will be a significant increase in demand for pool inspections as 
a consequence of the sale and lease provisions enabled by the Swimming Pools 
Amendment Act 2012. In particular, demand will increase leading up to 29 April 2014.
Each council should plan their approach and consider the resources required to carry 
out inspections. Councils, particularly in areas with high numbers of swimming pools 
and higher property turnover, may consider resource sharing with neighbouring 
councils. 
Councils should also commence inspections of pools on premises on which there is 
multi-occupancy or tourist accommodation, which is also mandatory under the 
legislation.
Councils will need to have a system in place to receive applications from property 
owners requesting a pool inspection and councils will also need to ensure that 
inspections are conducted in a timely manner (within 10 business days, as per cl 17 of 
the Swimming Pools Regulation 2008).
Councils can charge $150 for the initial inspection and $100 for the subsequent 
inspection.   
It is suggested that councils contact local stakeholders, including real estate agents 
and conveyancers, who may be able to assist with communication to property owners 
about the sale and lease provisions. 
The Division of Local Government will be undertaking promotional activity to property 
owners, including the development of resource material. Electronic copies of this 
material will be sent to councils for local use. 

Key points
The demand for pool inspections from property owners who wish to sell or lease their 
properties is going to significantly increase. Councils are strongly encouraged to take a 
proactive planned approach to meet this demand and assist in helping property owners 
understand the new requirements. 
An action planning template is attached to assist councils and it is strongly 
recommended that councils have a clear plan in place for implementation by early 
February 2014. 

Ross Woodward
Chief Executive, Local Government
A Division of the Department of Premier and Cabinet
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SAMPLE Action Plan for councils to prepare for impact of sale and lease provisions leading up to 29 April 2014 

Council:  
Actions required to be undertaken in lead up to 29 April 2014 1. Devise a process to receive applications from pool owners for inspections 

2. Implement process to receive applications 
3. Promote process for inspection applications through media/website/social media 
4. Undertake as many inspections as possible (strata properties, pools likely to be on 

the market…) 
Resources required to complete identified actions 1. Determine likely number of staff required to: 

a) Implement inspection application process 
b) Receive and process applications 
c) Carry out inspections and issue compliance certificates 

2. Determine likely cost of staffing and other resources required to receive, process 
and conduct requests for pool inspections 

3. Prioritise resources to ensure pool owners who are selling or leasing their 
properties from 29 April 2014 have their pools inspected, and compliance 
certificates issued, in a timely way. 

Risks and management of risks 1. Identify likely risks for the council  
2. Identify actions to remove, reduce or mitigate against identified risks 
3. Implement actions to appropriately manage risks 

Stakeholders for consultation, delivery etc 1. Identify key community stakeholders (eg real estate agents, local conveyancers 
etc) 

2. Prepare a stakeholder engagement strategy that will ensure key stakeholders 
provide council with intelligence that will support the planning for and 
prioritisation of swimming pool inspections 

3. Implement stakeholder engagement strategy 
Priorities and timeframes 1. Using 29 April 2014 as deadline, prepare a timeframe for the actions of this plan 

which clearly identifies who will undertake which task each month in the lead up to 
April, and the resources required to achieve them. 

Task Responsibility Timeframe 
Taken from right-hand column above … eg IT Services eg mid-January 
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FIRE SAFETY 

FUNCTION: 
DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT AND COMPLIANCE 

DIVISION: 

File No: 13.07.173 
 
OBJECTIVE 
 
To ensure or promote adequate fire safety or fire safety awareness. 
 
POLICY STATEMENT 
 
Council may serve an order when: 
 
a) Provisions for fire safety or fire safety awareness are not adequate to prevent fire, 

suppress fire or prevent the spread of fire or ensure or promote the safety of persons in 
the event of fire; 

 
b) Maintenance or use of the premises constitutes a significant fire hazard. 
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STATEMENT OF PROCEDURES 
 
1 CRITERIA 
 
The circumstance may be considered to have occurred if any of the following is apparent: 
 
a) When an essential service (see definition) within a building does not have: 
 

i) a current certificate of compliance with essential services provisions (new 
building); 

 
ii) a current certificate of compliance with maintenance procedures for essential 

services provisions (existing building) and including paths of travel and fire safety 
notices. 

 
*Definition 
“essential service”, in relation to a building, means: 
 
a) any of the following items of equipment or forms of construction that are capable 

of being installed in the building: 
 

* access panels; 
* automatic sprinkler systems; 
* emergency lifts; 
* emergency lighting; 
* emergency warning and intercommunication systems; 
* exit signs; 
* external wall-wetting sprinklers; 
* fire and smoke alarms; 
* fire dampers 
* fire doors; 
* fire hydrants; 
* fire mains and water supply services; 
* fire shutters; 
* fire windows; 
* hose reels; 
* lightweight construction; 
* mechanical ventilation systems; 
* portable fire extinguishers; 
* pressurising systems; 
* required exit doors (automatic) 
* self-closing fire hoppers; 
* smoke and heat vents; 
* smoke control systems; 
* smoke dampers; 
* smoke doors; 
* solid-core doors; 
* stand-by power systems. 
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b) Where a building is constructed such that it does not conform with the Building Code of 

Australia as regards to: 
 

i) fire resistance and stability; 
 
ii) compartmentation and separation;  and 
 
iii) protection of openings. 
 

c) Where there is inadequate provision for escape or the means of escape is obstructed. 
 
d) Where insufficient fire safety signs are not displayed within a building. 
 
e) Other situations when adequate fire safety or fire safety awareness has not  occurred 
 
2 NOTICE OF INTENT 
 
Prior to the issue of an order, Council must advise the relevant person with a notice of intent to 
give an order. 
 
3 MEDIATION 
 
Any person in receipt of a notice of intent may make representations on the proposal to Council 
within a specified time. 
 
4 PENALTY 
 
Any person not complying with an order may be liable to a penalty in accordance with Local 
Government Act 1993. 
 



 
FIRE SAFETY POLICY 

COUNCIL POLICY 

Adopted by Council:  [Date] P a g e  | 1 Trim No:  Z14/8534 

ADOPTED BY COUNCIL:   [TO BE COMPLETED BY CORP SUPPORT]

BACKGROUND 

This policy has been developed in order to establish clear principles and guidelines to assist Council officers to act 
fairly, consistently and effectively in relation to building fire safety matters that are governed under the provisions of 
the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979 and Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation, 
2000. 

OBJECTIVE 
The main objectives of this policy are to –  

1 assist premise owners of class 1b to 9 buildings meet their legal obligations regarding the implementation and 
maintenance of fire safety measures; 

2 give the community confidence that Council takes its obligations under the law seriously in terms of submission 
of fire safety certificates and annual fire safety statements; 

3 promote fire safety compliance in buildings within Wollongong. 

POLICY STATEMENT 
Council is strongly committed to ensuring premise owners of class 1b to 9 buildings within the Wollongong Local 
Government Area, are aware of and meet their fire safety obligations as governed under the Environmental 
Planning and Assessment Act, 1979 and Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation, 2000. 

STATEMENT OF PROCEDURES 

Application

This policy is primarily directed at the regulation and promotion of fire safety awareness and provisions within 
Class 1b to 9 buildings. These classes of building are defined under the National Construction Codes Series – 
Building Code of Australia.  

Terms

Annual Fire Safety Statement 

An Annual Fire Safety Statement is issued every twelve months after the date of issue of the Final Fire Safety 
Certificate with the check of the essential fire safety measure being undertaken within 3 months of the issue of 
the statement. 

Essential Fire Safety Measure 

Essential fire safety measures are any installations or type of construction that have been incorporated into the 
building to ensure the safety of the occupants within the building in the event of fire or other emergency, and 
may include such measures as automatic fire suppression systems (eg sprinkler systems), fire hose reels, fire 
hydrants, automatic fire detection and alarm systems, fire doors, fire extinguishers, smoke exhaust systems, 
exit signs, emergency lighting and fire engineered solution. 
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Essential Service Details

Essential Service Details includes annual fire safety statement, fire safety certificates, fire safety statements, 
supplementary fire safety statement and/or fire safety schedules which acknowledges the existence, 
installation and performance standards of fire safety measures required to serve a Class 1b to Class 9 building. 

Fire Safety Certificate 

A Fire Safety Certificate is a type of certificate submitted by the owner or the person acting for the building 
owner, which in effect certifies that specified essential fire safety measures have been installed and perform in 
accordance with the relevant Building Code of Australia requirements and Australia Standards. 

It is the first certificate issued after installation of essential fire safety measures following completion of:  

 any approved new building work or change of building use and prior to use of the new facilities; or  
 fire safety upgrade works required by council. 

Fire Safety Schedule 

A fire safety schedule is a document specifying all the Essential Fire Safety Measures (both existing and 
proposed) serving the whole building and lists the minimum standard of performance to which each identified 
fire safety measure must be capable of operating to. 

Fire Safety Statement 

Fire safety statement means an annual fire safety statement or a supplementary fire safety statement. 

Supplementary Fire Safety Statement 

A Supplementary Fire Safety Statement is a statement applying to Critical Fire Safety Measures installed on 
the premises, which are measures that are of such importance that they must be certified more frequently than 
every 12 months and at an interval specified on the fire safety schedule for the premises. The assessment of 
the critical fire safety measures must be undertaken within 1 month of the date of issue of the Statement. 

Fire Safety Regulatory Activities 

Council’s will undertake the following activities: 

1 keep an electronic register of class 1b to class 9 buildings with fire safety measures based on information 
recorded on fire safety schedules, fire safety certificates or obtained from other relevant documentation 

2 written notification to building owners regarding submission requirement for fire safety statement 

3 procedures for handling late submission of a fire safety statement; 

4 compliance investigations 

5 proactive fire safety activities 

Electronic Register 

Essential service details will be recorded and tracked using Council’s electronic management system. This 
system will be used to register receipt of fire safety schedules, fire safety certificate/statements and other 
correspondence received and sent regarding fire safety measures serving a Class 1b to Class 9 building. 

Reminder Notification 

Owners of premises registered on Council’s essential service register will generally be sent written notification 
approximately one (1) month prior to the due date of the fire safety statement. While Council sends a courtesy 
reminder letter to the building owner, Council accepts no responsibility for any reliance upon it and the legal 
responsibility for providing the statement which rests with the owner of the premises. Notification will be sent to 
the building owners mailing address supplied for rate notification or in the case of strata subdivided properties 
the mailing address supplied for the relevant Owners Corporation. 

Registration Fees 

Council will charge a fee for the registration of received fire safety statements. This fee will be charged in 
accordance with Council’s “Fees and Charges” Policy. 

Acceptability of Annual/Supplementary Fire Safety Statement
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Council will generally check submitted fire safety statements to ensure that they comply with Part 9 Division 5 
of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000.  An annual fire safety statement must appear 
in the correct statutory format, include compulsory wording as prescribed by the legislation and confirm the 
performance of each required fire safety measures as listed on the fire safety schedule.  A statement will not 
be accepted if:  

 it is not prepared in accordance with Part 9 Division 5 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment 
Regulation, 2000; or  

 it does not confirm the performance of each fire safety measures as listed on the fire safety schedule; or  
 it is not signed by the building owner or a person acting for the building owner.  The person acting for the 

building owner should not be the service provider. 

Any problems that are identified will be communicated to the building owner or their representative for their 
rectification. 

In the case of strata titled properties, one annual fire safety statement must cover the entire building.  In this 
instance, the Executive Committee of the Owners Corporation (or Body Corporate) is responsible for 
organising the assessment of all fire safety measures that exist within individual units and on common property 
such as common area, corridors/hallways and carparks.  The Owners Corporation then prepares and submits 
one complete annual fire safety statement for the whole of the premises. The Executive Committee may 
appoint the property strata manager to prepare and submit the annual fire safety statement on their behalf. 

Overdue Statements

It is an offence to fail to provide an annual fire safety statement by the due date.  Substantial and continuing 
weekly penalty notices apply for this offence:  

 1 week late $500 
 2 weeks late $1000 
 3 weeks late $1500 
 4 weeks / 4+ weeks late $2000 

Therefore, if the statement is not submitted by the due date, enforcement action will generally be taken. The 
enforcement includes the issuing of Penalty Infringement Notices (PINs) and/or fire safety notice and orders.  
Council’s Penalty Notice Policy outlines the process for managing PINs.  Penalty rates will be in accordance 
with the Local Government Fixed Penalty Handbook. 

Failure to submit an annual fire safety statement could also lead to legal proceedings in the Land and 
Environment Court where the maximum penalty for a breach is $110,000.

Stay of Penalty Notice 

Although there are no provisions in the legislation for extensions of time to be given, Council may grant small 
extensions of time in extenuating circumstances.  Where maintenance work might be required and will delay 
the issue of the fire safety statement, a written submission should be made to Council regarding reasons for 
this delay and anticipated date statement will be submitted.  So that Council can consider any stay in 
proceedings, the building owner or the person acting for the building owner will need to apply by completing 
Council’s “Stay of Penalty Infringement Notice Form”.  This request must be lodged prior to the due date of the 
annual fire statement and submitted either via email, fax or post.  

It is unlikely a stay of penalty infringement notice will be supported in the event of a history of late submission. 

Enforcement Proceedings 

Council in deciding whether to take enforcement action, will base the decision on the available evidence and 
individual circumstances.  At the conclusion of an investigation, Council may:  

 take no action  
 issue verbal advice  
 issue a formal letter  
 issue a Penalty Infringement Notice  
 issue notices/orders 
 commence legal proceedings 
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Proactive Fire Safety Activities  

Council will engage in various proactive fire safety activities to ensure buildings within our city continue to meet 
an acceptable level of fire safety.  Priority will be given to buildings that pose the greatest risk to human life due 
to the way they are used and the number of people using it, or where maintenance of fire safety measures are 
not identified on Council’s essential service register.  Buildings of significance include boarding houses, night 
clubs and premises without an existing fire safety schedule.  The level of fire safety may also be brought to 
Council’s attention through the approval of building works, a change in building use, or due to a complaint. 

Council may conduct fire safety checks of existing Class 1b to 9 buildings. Council may charge a fee for 
conducting fire safety inspections.  Alternately, Council may require an assessment report of the building by an 
independent and qualified building code consultant.  It is expected a consultant report compares the level of 
fire safety in the building against the current requirements of the Building Code of Australia and if there are 
deficiencies make recommendations on how to achieve acceptable levels of fire protection and fire safety 
awareness with regard to the occupants of the building.

Some buildings may need to be upgraded.  Building design and the level of risk will vary from case to case and 
influence the upgrade requirements, priorities and expenses. 

Upgrading is likely to be required if Council determines that the:  

a. provisions for fire safety or fire safety awareness are not adequate to prevent fire, suppress fire or 
prevent the spread of fire or ensure or promote the safety of persons in the event of fire 

b. maintenance or use of the premises constitutes a significant fire hazard  

Fire Safety Orders 

Fire Safety Orders are issued by Council or Fire and Rescue NSW where the level of fire safety within a 
building is found to be inadequate. 

Fire Safety Orders may be issued as Emergency Orders where immediate action is required to reduce fire risk. 
Where an Emergency Order is issued it is imperative that the terms of the order be complied with immediately 
and that Council is contacted to establish that the terms of the Order have been complied with. 

Where an Emergency Fire Safety Order is not complied with within the required period, Council may 
immediately seek Court directions to have the terms of the Order fulfilled. 

Where a lesser fire risk is evident or more extensive works are required a Notice of Intention to Serve an Order 
will be issued.  The notice will indicate the terms of the proposed order, the proposed period of compliance and 
the period in which representation must be made to Council. 

Representations seeking to appeal against or modify the terms of the proposed order or when requesting an 
extension of time to comply with the order must be received in writing.  In order for Council to consider the case, 
a “Notice of Intention/Order – Representation Request Form” should be completed.  This form should be 
completed by the recipient of the notice/order, or the person entitled to act on their behalf.  The form needs to 
be received by Council prior to the expiry date specified on the notice or order.  Where an extended time is 
requested to complete work, the recipient of the notice/order will need to include a programme of works 
(inclusive of scheduled completion dates for staging of any works). 

Notice will be provided regarding the outcome of representation requests.  Depending on the circumstances the 
outcome may include: 

 Not to proceed with Order  
 Issue Modified Order  
 Revoke Order  
 Proceed to issue Order per terms stated in Notice of Intention  
 Extension to time to comply with Order granted  
 Terms of Order stand and matter referred for legal action  

Forms

The following forms will be available for download from Council’s website 

 Annual Fire Safety Statement  
 Fire Safety Certificate  
 Request for Stay of Penalty Infringement Notice  
 Notice of Intention/Order – Representation Request Form  
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Related Policies 

 Penalty Notice Policy 
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Process outlined
The process for determining address localities is outlined 
in the Geographical Names Act 1966.  
 
The key points of this procedure are:

1. Anyone can place a proposal to the GNB to create 
or amend an address locality. However, the GNB 
requires that the local council must concur with the 
proposal.

2. The GNB recommends that the local council 
ensures wide community support through public 
consultation prior to its concurrence.

3. The proposal is then submitted to the GNB. It 
should include a map showing the proposed 
boundaries and supporting documentation 
addressing compliance with the GNB’s guidelines.

4. The GNB will then consider the proposal. If 
approved, it will advertise the proposal in a local 
newspaper and the NSW Government Gazette 
(the Gazette) and will also provide maps for public 
exhibition.

5. The community will have one month to comment 
on the proposal. If no objections are received, the 
address locality will be formalised by way of notice 
in the Gazette and the local council will be notified.

6. If objections are received, the local council is 
asked to provide feedback. The GNB will either 
re-advertise the proposal, abandon the proposal 
or make a recommendation to the Minister for 
Finance and Services for final determination.

7. Councils can then implement boundaries and 
names on signposts, rates database etc. It is also  
a good idea for the council to prepare an item  
for the local media confirming the determination  
of the names and boundaries.

The Geographical Names Board (GNB) has a statutory 
responsibility to determine definitive boundaries for 
suburbs and localities throughout New South Wales.

The GNB works closely with local councils when defining 
boundaries because local residents are one of the most 
significant users of the names.

The process of determining boundaries is one of 
acknowledging existing names and formalising their 
extent according to common local usage.

Defining an address locality
An address locality is a division of the landscape  
that has defined limits–a suburb in urban areas  
or a locality in rural areas. It is the legal name that  
is used as the last line of address with the postcode.

Guidelines for determining address 
localities
The GNB has developed the following guidelines  
for the establishment of address localities within NSW.

 
a new community?

 
to surrounding areas?

suburbs or localities?

residents and from the surrounding area as well as 
agreement by local council.

 
naming guidelines.

Determining suburbs and 
localities in NSW
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Geographical Names Board. This work may be freely 
reproduced and distributed for most purposes, 
however some restrictions apply. See the copyright 
notice on www.gnb.nsw.gov.au or contact the 
Geographical Names Board.

Disclaimer
This fact sheet must not be relied on 
as legal advice. For more information 
about this topic, refer to the 
appropriate legislation. 
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Cultural designations
The following categories of names can be used  
in conjunction with address localities.

It is important to note that these features are 
unbounded and are represented as points only. As such 
they cannot be used as the legal name that is used in 
the last line of the address with the postcode.

Furthermore, the GNB allows a name to be designated 
as both an address locality and a cultural designation 
(e.g. Bathurst can be both a suburb and a city, Adelong 
can be both a locality and a town and Cudgen can be 
both a locality and a village).

Legislation
The Geographical Names Act 1966

For further advice or assistance
Geographical Names Board 
 
PO Box 143 
BATHURST NSW 2795 
 
T: 1800 025 700 
T: +61 2 6332 8214 
F: +61 2 6332 8217 
E: gnb@lpi.nsw.gov.au 
www.gnb.nsw.gov.au
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9. Long and clumsily constructed names and named 
composed of two or more words should be 
avoided.

10. The multiplication of names for different parts of 
the same topographical feature such as a stream or 
mountain range will be avoided whenever possible 
and the one name applied to a stream or mountain 
range throughout its entire length.

11. The naming of forks, arms and branches of a river 
as North Branch and South Branch is not favoured. 
Generally, it is preferable to assign independent 
names to river branches.

12. The use of cardinal points of the compass as a 
prefix or suffix to an existing name is not favoured. 
However, well-established names which carry such 
a prefix or suffix may be approved.

13. Where names have been changed or corrupted 
by long established local usage, it is not usually 
advisable to attempt to restore the original form; 
that spelling which is sanctioned by general usage 
should be adopted.

14. When a choice is offered between two or more 
names for the same place, locality or feature, all 
sanctioned by local usage, the GNB may adopt 
one of such names as is considered appropriate in 
accordance with the rules outlined above.

15. The possessive form should be avoided whenever 
possible without destroying the sound of the name 
or changing its descriptive application e.g. Howes 
Valley should be written without the apostrophe.

16. The use of hyphens in connecting parts of names 
should, as far as possible be avoided.

17. Names considered offensive or likely to give offence 
will not be approved.

These guidelines were endorsed by the Geographical 
Names Board of New South Wales (GNB) on 17 October 
1996.

1. A name suggested for any place that owes its 
origin to the peculiarity of the topographic feature 
designated such as shape, vegetation, animal life 
etc., may be accepted but, in doing so, care should 
be exercised in avoiding duplication of names 
already used for other features.

 The GNB prefers to avoid the repetition of 
commonly used names. Sugar Loaf, Sandy, Back, 
Bald, Deep, Long, Kangaroo, Reedy, Rocky, Spring 
and Stony are examples of such names.

2. Easily pronounced names should, as far as possible, 
be used.

3. Names of Aboriginal origin or with a historical 
background are preferred.

4. Names acknowledging the multicultural nature of 
our society are encouraged.

5. The changing of long established placenames is 
generally not preferred, except where necessary to 
avoid ambiguity or duplication.

6. If considered appropriate, placenames may 
perpetuate the names of eminent persons, 
particularly those of early explorers, settlers and 
naturalists.

7. Names of persons should normally only be given 
posthumously but the GNB, at its discretion, may 
approve a feature name which honours a living 
person. Such a person’s contribution to the local 
community should have been of outstanding 
benefit to the community. Ownership of the land 
is not sufficient reason for the application of the 
owner’s name to a geographical feature. The GNB 
will not approve the naming of a feature after a 
person still holding public office.

8. The GNB may approve a first or given name as part 
of a geographical name only where it is necessary 
to appropriately honour the person referred to or 
where it is necessary to avoid ambiguity.

Guidelines for the  
determination of placenames



 



 



 



 



 



 

 Original Current YTD YTD
Budget Budget Budget Actual
$'000 $'000 $'000 $'000

EXPENSES FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES

Employee Costs 103,788 104,714 61,289 62,356

Borrowing Costs 3,935 4,057 2,376 2,303

Materials, Contracts & Other Expenses 89,028 87,371 47,735 45,025

Depreciation, Amortisation + Impairment 61,972 61,974 36,505 37,820

Internal Charges (11,951) (12,041) (7,109) (6,516)

Savings Target (3,190) 0 0 0

Total Expenses from Ordinary Activities 243,581 246,076 140,797 140,989

REVENUES FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES

Rates and Annual Charges 155,608 155,538 91,618 91,844

User Charges and Fees 30,723 31,437 18,879 19,361

Interest and Investment Revenues 4,891 5,402 3,161 3,475

Other Revenues 8,567 9,275 5,725 5,738

Grants and Contributions - Operating 19,267 19,158 11,393 11,560

Profit/Loss on Disposal of Assets 0 (2,415) (2,415) (2,414)

Revenues [pre capital] 219,056 218,395 128,361 129,565

Operating Result [Pre capital] (24,525) (27,681) (12,436) (11,424)

Capital Grants & Contributions 20,167 22,363 13,284 10,582

OPERATING RESULT (4,357) (5,318) 848 (843)

Surplus (Deficit) [pre capital] (4,357) (5,318) 848 (843)

Add back :

  - Non-cash expenses 79,187 81,522 48,837 50,337

  - Restricted cash used for operations 8,601 10,069 5,752 5,130

  - Income transferred to Restricted Cash (39,986) (41,930) (24,987) (22,924)

  - Payment of Accrued Leave Entitlements (9,841) (9,841) (6,433) (6,834)

  - Payment of Carbon Contributions (221) (221) (130) 0

Funds Available from Operations 33,381 34,281 23,887 24,866

Advances made by / (repaid to) Council (135) (135) 0 5

Borrowings repaid (4,329) (4,505) (3,602) (3,595)

Operational Funds Available for Capital 28,918 29,642 20,285 21,276

Capital Works (73,401) (79,690) (39,650) (34,977)

Transfer to Restricted Cash (3,600) (7,905) (4,305) (4,305)

Contributed Assets 0 0 0 0
Funded From :- 
  - Operational Funds 28,918 29,642 20,285 21,276

  - Sale of Assets 5,637 5,637 566 555

  - Internally Restricted Cash 10,532 9,372 4,387 2,748
  - Borrowings 0 4,305 4,305 4,305

  - Capital Grants 8,364 14,844 9,701 8,952

  - Developer Contributions (Section 94) 6,662 6,900 2,792 1,122

  - Other Externally Restricted Cash 5,328 5,768 2,445 3,338

  - Other Capital Contributions 300 730 558 703

TOTAL FUNDS SURPLUS / (DEFICIT) (11,261) (10,397) 1,086 3,717

CAPITAL BUDGET

WOLLONGONG CITY COUNCIL
1 July 2013 to 31 January 2014

INCOME & EXPENSE STATEMENT

FUNDING STATEMENT



 

YTD        
Expenditure

Asset Class:Roads And Related Assets

Traffic Facilities 1,245 (429) 276 1 (1)
Public Transport Facilities 400 (225) 102 0 0
Roadworks 7,725 (1,314) 4,414 790 (123)
Bridges, Boardwalks and Jetties 1,690 (410) 178 0 0

Total Roads And Related Assets 11,060 (2,378) 4,970 792 (125)

Asset Class:West Dapto

West Dapto Infrastructure Expansion 11,121 (9,661) 6,971 0 (467)

Total West Dapto 11,121 (9,661) 6,971 0 (467)

Asset Class:Footpaths And Cycleways

Footpaths 4,079 (2,778) 2,277 34 (34)
Cycle/Shared Paths 4,023 (2,543) 1,068 0 0
Commercial Centre Updages - Footpaths and 11,175 (3,720) 6,302 40 (40)

Total Footpaths And Cycleways 19,277 (9,040) 9,647 74 (74)

Asset Class:Carparks

Carpark Construction/Formalising 990 (493) 840 4 0
Carpark Reconstruction or Upgrading 806 0 114 (4) 0

Total Carparks 1,796 (493) 954 0 0

Asset Class:Stormwater And Floodplain Management

Floodplain Management 983 (280) 141 (100) 0
Stormwater Management 1,456 (834) 613 0 0
Stormwater Treatment Devices 400 (373) 48 0 0

Total Stormwater And Floodplain Manag 2,839 (1,487) 802 (100) 0

Asset Class:Buildings

Cultural Centres (IPAC, Gallery, Townhall) 953 0 422 0 0
Administration Buildings 1,378 (40) 319 0 0
Community Buildings 4,865 (1,344) 2,047 115 (115)
Public Facilities (Shelters, Toilets etc) 1,270 0 905 0 0

Total Buildings 8,466 (1,384) 3,693 115 (115)

Asset Class:Commercial Operations

Tourist Park - Upgrades and Renewal 650 0 388 0 0
Crematorium/Cemetery - Upgrades and Rene 220 0 29 0 0
Leisure Centres & RVGC 174 0 0 0 0

Total Commercial Operations 1,044 0 417 0 0

Asset Class:Parks Gardens And Sportfields

Play Facilities 1,269 (869) 41 0 0
Recreation Facilities 464 (37) 125 0 0
Sporting Facilities 899 (744) 144 (32) 32
Lake Illawarra Foreshore 200 0 13 0 0

Total Parks Gardens And Sportfields 2,831 (1,650) 323 (32) 32

Asset Class:Beaches And Pools

Beach Facilities 748 (25) 112 0 0
Rock/Tidal Pools 450 0 6 0 0
Treated Water Pools 575 0 138 0 0

Total Beaches And Pools 1,773 (25) 256 0 0

Current Budget variation

 CAPITAL PROJECT REPORT
as at the period ended 31st January 2014

$'000 $'000

Expenditure Other 
Funding

Program Expenditure Other 
Funding



 

YTD        
Expenditure

Asset Class:Natural Areas

Environmental Management Program 200 (100) 68 0 0
Natural Area Management and Rehabilitation 170 (70) 1 0 0

Total Natural Areas 370 (170) 69 0 0

Asset Class:Waste Facilities

Whytes Gully New Cells 8,000 (8,000) 2,351 0 0
Whytes Gully Renewal Works 200 (200) 132 0 0
Helensburgh Rehabilitation 200 (200) 44 0 0

Total Waste Facilities 8,400 (8,400) 2,527 0 0

Asset Class:Fleet

Motor Vehicles 2,203 (1,657) 1,040 0 0

Total Fleet 2,203 (1,657) 1,040 0 0

Asset Class:Plant And Equipment

Portable Equipment (Mowers etc) 300 (380) 54 0 0
Mobile Plant (trucks, backhoes etc) 1,160 0 458 0 0
Fixed Equipment 250 0 40 0 0

Total Plant And Equipment 1,710 (380) 552 0 0

Asset Class:Information Technology

Information Technology 950 0 231 0 0

Total Information Technology 950 0 231 0 0

Asset Class:Library Books

Library Books 1,265 (35) 718 0 0

Total Library Books 1,265 (35) 718 0 0

Asset Class:Public Art

Public Art Works 200 0 16 0 0
Art Gallery Acquisitions 100 0 0 0 0

Total Public Art 300 0 16 0 0

Asset Class:Emergency Services

Emergency Services Plant and Equipment 30 0 13 0 0

Total Emergency Services 30 0 13 0 0

Asset Class:Land Acquisitions

Land Acquisitions 3,310 0 1,764 710 (710)

Total Land Acquisitions 3,310 0 1,764 710 (710)

Asset Class:Non-Project Allocations

Capital Project Contingency 436 (30) 0 (100) 0
Capital Project Plan 510 (100) 13 0 0

Total Non-Project Allocations 946 (130) 13 (100) 0

Asset Class:Loans

West Dapto Loan 0 (2,760) 0 0 0
LIRS Loan 0 (4,305) 0 0 0

Total Loans 0 (7,065) 0 0 0

GRAND TOTAL 79,690 (43,956) 34,977 1,459 (1,459)

Current Budget variation
Program Expenditure Other 

Funding
Expenditure Other 

Funding

 CAPITAL PROJECT REPORT
as at the period ended 31st January 2014

$'000 $'000



Manager Project Delivery Division

Commentary on January Capital Budget Report

As at 31 January 2014, year to date expenditure was $35.0M of the approved capital budget of 
$79.7M.  This value is $4.7M behind the previously forecast expenditure of $39.7M for this period. 

The following table summarises the proposed changes to the total Capital budget by redistributing 
funds between programs and introducing new funding. These result in an increase of $1.5M to 
$81.2M.

 

 

Programme Major Points of change to Capital Budget

Traffic Facilities Introduction of funding from Regional Roads Block Grant 

Road works Allocation of funds made available from the introduction of 
West Dapto Loan funds to Road Reconstruction and Road 
Resurfacing Bulk projects.
Introduction of funding from Regional Roads Block Grant
Introduction of funding from Roads to Recovery 
Transfer of funds from Mt Keira Rd Contingency project to Mt 
Keira Rd Geotech works Stg 3

West Dapto Infrastructure 
Expansion

Introduction of funds from West Dapto Loan

Footpaths Introduction of LIRS funding

Commercial Centre Updates –
Footpaths & Cycle ways

Introduction of funding from NSW Attorney General & Justice 
Department for Safer Spaces Warrawong CBD Upgrade

Floodplain Management Transfer of funds from Floodplain Structures Bulk to 
Contingency

Community Buildings Introduction of LIRS 2 funding
Sports Reserve and AFL Club contribution funding removed 
from Reed Park project

Sporting Facilities Darcy Wentworth Park Reserve funding removed

Land Acquisitions • Car Parking Reserve funding introduced for acquisition of 
property in Stewart St for car parking purposes

Non Project Allocations Transfer of  funds from Floodplain Management to 
Contingency  and transfer of funds from Mt Keira Rd 
Contingency to Road works

 



 



CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Receipts:
Rates & Annual Charges
User Charges & Fees
Interest & Interest Received
Grants & Contributions
Other
Payments:
Employee Benefits & On-costs
Materials & Contracts
Borrowing Costs
Other

Net Cash provided (or used in) Operating Activities

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Receipts:
Sale of Infrastructure, Property, Plant & Equipment
Deferred Debtors Receipts
Payments:
Purchase of Infrastructure, Property, Plant & Equipment
Purchase of Interests in Joint Ventures & Associates

Net Cash provided (or used in) Investing Activities

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Receipts:

Proceeds from Borrowings & Advances
Payments:
Repayment of Borrowings & Advances
Repayment of Finance Lease Liabilities

Net Cash Flow provided (used in) Financing Activities

Net Increase/(Decrease) in Cash & Cash Equivalents

plus: Cash & Cash Equivalents and Investments - beginning of year

Cash & Cash Equivalents and Investments - year to date

WOLLONGONG CITY COUNCIL
CASH FLOW STATEMENT

as at 31 January 2014
YTD Actual Actual

2013/14 2012/13

$ '000 $ '000

92,031 147,009
19,568 28,014
3,402 4,793

20,696 66,430
8,563 9,646

(57,331) (89,998)
(30,524) (46,065)

(553) (571)
(22,145) (34,188)

33,707 85,070

555 1,630
- 12

(39,741) (77,298)
- -

(39,186) (75,656)

- 20,000

3,407 (3,173)
- (140)

3,407 16,687

(2,072) 26,101

116,796 90,696

114,724 116,796

Total Cash & Cash Equivalents and Investments
 - year to date

Attributable to:
External Restrictions (refer below)
Internal Restrictions (refer below)
Unrestricted

External Restrictions

Developer Contributions
RMS Contributions
Specific Purpose Unexpended Grants
Special Rates Levy Wollongong Centre Improvement Fund
Special Rates Levy Wollongong Mall
Special Rates Levy Wollongong City Centre
Local Infrastructure Renewal Scheme
Unexpended Loans
Domestic Waste Management
Private Subsidies
Stormwater Management Service Charge

Total External Restrictions

Internal Restrictions

Property Fund
Sports Priority Program
Car Parking Stategy
MacCabe Park Development
Darcy Wentworth Park 
Garbage Disposal Facility
Telecommunications Revenue
West Dapto Development Additional Rates
Carbon Price

Total Internal Restrictions

WOLLONGONG CITY COUNCIL
CASH FLOW STATEMENT (cont.)

as at 31 January 2014
YTD Actual Actual

2013/14 2012/13

$ '000 $ '000

114,724 116,796

67,695 63,961
25,886 24,384
21,143 28,451

114,724 116,796

17,193 11,758
230 238

6,031 10,910
- -

202 251
13 11

20,970 18,791
12,403 12,877
7,191 6,408
2,381 1,883
1,080 834

67,695 63,961

(252) (252)
879 850
670 489
478 391
118 99

20,092 20,281
295 279
71 71

25,886 24,384

3,533 2,176



 

Investment Body Rating Purchase Price $ Fair Value of Holding $ Security Purchase Date Maturity Date Interest / Coupon 
Rate

NAB Professional Maximiser A-1+ - 14,132,722 11am 31/01/2014 31/01/2014 3.00%
ANZ A-1+ 2,000,000 2,000,000 T/Deposit 29/08/2013 28/02/2014 3.75%
Members Equity Bank A-2 2,500,000 2,500,000 T/Deposit 30/05/2013 28/02/2014 4.25%
Members Equity Bank A-2 3,000,000 3,000,000 T/Deposit 6/03/2013 6/03/2014 4.35%
Members Equity Bank A-2 4,000,000 4,000,000 T/Deposit 7/06/2013 7/03/2014 4.25%
Westpac A-1+ 6,000,000 6,000,000 T/Deposit 18/03/2013 18/03/2014 4.44%
St George AA- 2,000,000 2,000,000 T/Deposit 26/09/2013 28/04/2014 3.49%
Bank of Queensland A-2 5,000,000 5,000,000 T/Deposit 9/09/2013 9/05/2014 3.85%
Westpac A-1+ 5,000,000 5,000,000 T/Deposit 9/09/2013 9/05/2014 3.68%
ANZ A-1+ 3,000,000 3,000,000 T/Deposit 30/05/2013 30/05/2014 4.20%
NAB A-1+ 3,000,000 3,000,000 T/Deposit 26/06/2013 26/06/2014 4.20%
St George AA- 2,000,000 2,000,000 T/Deposit 26/09/2013 28/07/2014 3.71%
NAB A-1+ 3,000,000 3,000,000 T/Deposit 30/07/2013 30/07/2014 4.44%
NAB A-1+ 2,500,000 2,500,000 T/Deposit 6/08/2013 6/08/2014 4.19%
St George AA- 2,000,000 2,000,000 T/Deposit 26/09/2013 26/08/2014 3.76%
ANZ A-1+ 3,000,000 3,000,000 T/Deposit 29/08/2013 29/08/2014 3.75%
Bank of Queensland A-2 2,000,000 2,000,000 T/Deposit 29/08/2013 29/08/2014 3.95%
NAB A-1+ 1,500,000 1,500,000 T/Deposit 29/08/2013 29/08/2014 4.00%
Westpac A-1+ 5,000,000 5,000,000 T/Deposit 10/09/2012 10/09/2014 4.75%
St George AA- 5,000,000 5,000,000 T/Deposit 14/09/2012 16/09/2014 4.86%
ING Australia A-1 4,000,000 4,000,000 T/Deposit 6/12/2013 6/10/2014 4.33%
Members Equity Bank A-2 3,000,000 3,000,000 T/Deposit 28/11/2013 28/11/2014 3.90%
NAB A-1+ 2,000,000 2,000,000 T/Deposit 28/11/2013 28/11/2014 3.84%
NAB A-1+ 1,030,000 1,030,000 T/Deposit 17/12/2013 17/12/2014 3.84%
ANZ A-1+ 3,000,000 3,000,000 T/Deposit 29/08/2013 2/03/2015 3.75%
Bank of Queensland A-2 4,000,000 4,000,000 T/Deposit 29/08/2013 2/03/2015 4.15%
ANZ A-1+ 2,500,000 2,500,000 T/Deposit 6/08/2013 6/08/2015 4.05%
ING Australia A-1 5,000,000 5,000,000 T/Deposit 29/08/2013 31/08/2015 4.15%
ING Australia A-1 4,000,000 4,000,000 T/Deposit 29/08/2013 31/08/2015 4.15%
NAB A-1+ 1,500,000 1,500,000 T/Deposit 29/08/2013 31/08/2015 4.21%
Westpac A-1+ 1,000,000 1,022,650 FRN 30/01/2012 9/05/2016 4.74%
Commonwealth Bank Australia zero 
coupon bond with a $4M face value A-1+ 2,000,000 3,210,400 BOND 21/01/2008 22/01/2018 7.17%

EMERALD A Mortgage Backed Security * AAA 956,474 600,293 M/Bac 17/07/2006 22/08/2022 3.24%

EMERALD B Mortgage Backed Security * AA 2,000,000 1,292,980 M/Bac 17/07/2006 23/08/2027 3.54%

Investment Body Rating Purchase Price $ Fair Value of Holding $ Purchase Date
Monthly
Return

(Actual)
Annualised % p.a. FYTD (Actual)

Tcorp Long Term Growth Facility Trust N/A 1,131,841 1,475,988 13/06/2007 -1.22% -12.75% 33.26%

Investment Body Face Value Security
Southern Phone Company 2.00$              shares

TOTAL 113,265,036

Brian Jenkins

RESPONSIBLE ACCOUNTING OFFICER

This is to certify that all of the above investments have been placed in accordance with the Act, the regulations and
Council's Investment Policies.

WOLLONGONG CITY COUNCIL
STATEMENT OF INVESTMENTS

31 January 2014

DIRECT INVESTMENTS

MANAGED FUNDS

* The maturity date provided is the weighted-average life of the security. This is the average amount of time that will elapse from the date of security's issuance 
until each dollar is repaid based on an actuarial assessment. Assessments are carried out on a regular basis which can potentially extend the life of the 
investment. Current assessments anticipate an extension of life of the investment.
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Attachment 2 
The Color Run 4 May 2014 
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The Color Run 4 M
ay 2014 
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Attachment 3

STANDARD CONDITIONS APPLYING TO SPECIAL EVENTS AND
WORK-RELATED ACTIVITIES WITHIN COUNCIL ROAD RESERVES

A road closure, following approval by the Traffic Committee, is subject to the following additional Council
conditions:

1 The applicant must apply to for a section 138 permit to occupy the road reserve. The application must
include:

a A copy of these conditions signed as accepted
b A copy of a letter from the Traffic Committee authorising the closure
c The TMP
d The ROL (if required)
e Police approval
f Public liability insurance

2 The applicant must obtain written approval from the NSW Police Service.

3 The applicant must obtain an ROL (Road Occupancy Licence) from the Roads & Maritime Services if the
closure is on a classified road or within 100m of any traffic control signals.

4 The applicant must advise all affected residents and business owners within the closure area of the
closure dates and time in writing, seven days prior to the intended date of works.

5 The applicant must advise the Emergency Services (Ambulance, Fire Brigade, NSW Police), Taxi Co-op
and Bus Companies of the closure dates and times in writing, seven days prior to the intended date of
works. The applicant must endeavour to minimise the impact on bus services during the closure.

6 The closure must be set up in accordance with a Traffic Management Plan (TMP) prepared by an
appropriately qualified traffic control person.  A copy of the person’s qualifications must be detailed within
the TMP.

7 The TMP must be physically set-up by appropriately qualified traffic control persons or the NSW Police.

8 Access for affected business owners and residents must be maintained where possible. Where direct
access cannot be achieved an alternative arrangement must be agreed to by both the applicant and
affected person/s. 

9 The applicant must advertise the closure in the Public Notice section of the local newspaper, detailing the
closure dates and times. This advertisement must appear no less than seven days prior to the closure.

10 The applicant must provide Council with a copy of a current public liability insurance policy to a value no
less than 10 million dollars which covers Wollongong City Council against any claims arising from the
closure.
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